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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the coaching style preferences of soccer athletes on
Northeasterrl Division III, successful teams. A qualitative phenomenological research
design was utilized to assess the coaching style preferences of these athletes. Male
soccer athletes (u: 6) and coaches (u:2) were interviewed using an in-dept}1 semi-
structured interview format. Raw data from the eight subjects were content analyzed for
common themes. Inductive content analyses produced 543 meaning units that were then
synthesized into 85 lower-order themes. The lower-order themes were then integrated
into 53 higher-order themes. The number of higher-order themes totaled 7 for participant
l, 6 for participant 2,7 for participant 3,7 for participant 4,7 for participant 5, 6 for
participant 6,6 for participant 7, and 7 for participant 8. The six athletes' higher-order
themes were compared for commonalties. Results indicated six common themes (i.e.,
preferences) that emerged from this across subject examination:
l. Athletes wanted their coach to be enthusiastic and knowledgeable about
soccer and be able to effectively communicate his knowledge of soccer. As a result, they
would improve their game, respect their coach, listen to hino, and try harder for him.
2. Athletes wanted their coach to have a positive relationship with them by
showing that he was approachable to discuss any issue facing them on or offthe field and
be able to communicate to them that he cared about them as individuals and athletes. As
a result, they felt like they were part of the team and would play to the best of their
abilities.
3. Athletes wanted a democratic coach who was open to and encouraged input
from his athletes about practice methods, player personnel, tactics and game strategies.
Agait they fe■like thcy were part ofthe team and would play to the best oftheir
abilities.
4. Athletes wanted their coach to be authoritative and take control of the team at
times for motivational purposes: to provide intensity, direction, and focus for thern
5. Athletes wanted their coach to choose only the appropriate times to yell at
them during practice so they would be motivated to play up to their potentials. But,
during a game, they wanted the coach to remain cahn and not constantly yell at them for
mistakes. Game yelling resulted in their trying to ignore the coach.
6. Athletes wanted their coach to make playing soccer a fun experience by using
positive reinforcement, incorporating play into practice, and allowing them to joke
around at times.
The above coaching style preferences suggest that Division [IT, soccer athletes
want their coach to be experienced and enthusiastic about the garne, to provide personal
support both on and offthe field, to be receptive to input concerning techniques and
tactics, and to emphasize the enjoyable nature of the game. Division III soccer athletes
also desire their coach to be motivational in terms of hard worh intensity, and direction
through authoritative and democratic behavior. As a rezult, these soccer athletes felt a
stronger bond to their team and attempted to participate to the best of their abilities.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Leadership is perhaps one ofthe most extensively studied topics in industrial and
organizational psychology. Various models of leadership have been proposed and tested
to better understand the effects of leadership in these areas (Bell, 1973; Hunsaker &
Alessandra, 1980;Lashway, 1997;Likert, 1967;Maier, 1974;Vroom&YettotU 1973).
In contrast, systematic research of leadership in an athletic context has been sporadic and
peripheral. It is surprising that there has not been a more concerted effort to study the
role and the effects of leadership on athletic perfonnance. Athletic teams provide a natural
and manageable setting for leadership research. One of the unique aspects of athletic
teams, among others, is the nearly total control and influence that the coach exerts on
athletes.
ln fact, the coach is the consumrnate leader of an athletic teanr Athletes look to
their coach for a number of reasons like technical and tactical guidance, motivation,
organizatisnal capacity, positive reinforcement, and social support. The coach is most
responsible for developing and nurturing the athlete's innate physical attributes and
positive psychological traits that are required for personal and/or team success within the
sport. How the coach leads and af[ects the tearn can be referred to as his or her coaching
style. SpecificallS who a coach is and what the coach does in the athletic arena have a
tremendous influence on his or her athletes (Nakamura, 1996).
Research on sport leadership and coaching styles has been geared toward
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understanding and explaining coaching styles and the effects of coaching styles on
individual and team performance. Some early studies focused on the personality traits of
coaches to determine ifthere were particular personalities best suited for coaching
positions (Ogilvie & Tutko, 1966; Schutz, 1966), while other studies atternpted to specify
the behaviors required for effective coaching (Fleishman, 1957; Hemphill & Coons, 1957;
Smith, Smoll, & Hunt, 1977). But these studies did not include the influence of various
moderating variables that might impact coaching effectiveness. They friled to take into
account exclusive situational characteristics created from sport to sport. The personality
or bebavior of the coach should vary in accordance to the situational demands of the
sport. For example, a football coach should possess different personality traits and
behaviors than a squash coach- As a result, more corplex theories of sports leadership
were developed to consider coaching effectiveness as a function of both situational
and individual characteristics (Chelladurai, 1980; Chelladurai & Carroru 1978; Fiedler,
1967;House, l97l).
However, many of ihese more complex studies had inherent limitations too. While
they may have taken into account various situational and individual characteristics, their
analysis of coaching styles were generated simply from the perspective ofthe coaches. As
Carron and Bennett (1977) pointed out:
lnherent in any conclusion about coach-athlete compatibility based on the
coach's personality traits, attitudes, and/or values is one major shortcoming 
-
the athlete is treated as a virtual non-participant in the relationship, the factor
of interaction is ignored. An accurate assessment of the factors conffiuting
to or detracting from coach-athlete compatibility must take into account the
needs, involvements, and contributions ofthe athletes.
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It does not seem relevant for coaches to examine their own coaching styles
without taking into account the needs of their athletes. The coach should consider the
preferences of his or her athletes when developing or analfzing his or her coaching style.
What is the use of a coach implementing a particular coaching style when it may be in
partial or complete contrast to the athlete's preferences or needs? The coach should be
more concerned with what kind of behavior the athlete wants from him or her, not what
style he or she irrplements. If the athlete's preferences for coaching styles have been met,
if there is congruence between their coach's actual coaching styles and their preferred
coaching styles, then they will more than likely be satisfied with this coach's style. The
more satisfied the athlete, the better the chance for the athlete to reach his or her optimal
effort and performance level (Chelladtrai, 1984). In fact, Chelladurai (1984) argued that
performance and satisfaction are not independent of each other because they are jointly
affected by the coach's behavior.
There have also been atterryts by researchers to operationalize leadership styles in
industry and business settings from the employee's perspective (Schulta 1958; Hemphill
& Coons, 1957). It was hoped that by understanding which leader behavior was required
for effective leadership, leader behavior could be altered to match the leadership
preferences of employees. As a result, researchers theorized that there would be
improvement in employee work performance due to the increase in satisfaction with their
supervisors.
Similarly, there have been many attempts in the sporting environment to
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operationalize the required coaching styles from the athlete's perspective. For example,
Chelladurai (1978) used the preferences of all subjects from a sport, in this instance
basketball, as the required coaching style. Chelladurai (1978) argued that the coaching
preferences of athletes should constitute the coaching style ofthe coach- While he
acknowledged the existence of individual differences such as gender, experience, and
competition levef he maintained that the athlete's most desired preferences should
accurately represent the desired coaching style. Nonetheless, a number of other studies
took into account the factors that could affect the preferred coaching behavior of the
athletes (Chelladurai, 1984; Chelladurai & Carron, 1983; Garland & Barry, 1988; Erle,
1981; Summers, 1983; Terry, 1984). These studies investigated how these individual
differences would alter the preferred coaching styles of the athletes.
However, these studies based the coaching style preferences ofthe athletes
exclusively on the Leadership Scale for Sports (LSS) (Chelladurai, 1978; Chelladurai &
Carron 1980, 1980a), a quantifying measurement device. Regardless from whomthe
perspective or preference is generated, it does not seem possible to quantify a coaching
style. It does not seem possible to assign numbers to describing coaching styles.
Coaching is a human behavior that cannot be cornpartmentalized into a neat, orderly
package. It cannot be measured in quantitative terms because a coach's behavior, what he
says and does, is a product of how he or she defines his world. One coach's behavior will
differ from another coach because each coach varies in his or her perception of the world.
Similarly, the athletes'perceptions oftheir coach will vary. The essence of studying
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coaching styles can be lost using a quantitative research approach. When a coach's or
athlete's words and acts are reduced to merely statistical equations, there is an increased
possibility of losing insight into the human side of coaching. Therefore, a qualitative
method of describing a coaching style would appear to have the greatest potential for
assessing this dimension of sport behavior (Horne & Carroq 1985).
Additionalty, there are two firrther problems with using the LSS as the basis for
collecting data on coaching styles. One, the r€sponse categories of the LSS refer to the
frequencies ofpreferred coaches'behaviors but not to the context oftheirbehaviors. For
instance, two coaches may be democratic to the same extent but in two different set of
circumstances. One coach may demonstrate democratic behavior when seeking the input
from his or her athletes regardrng playing time, while another coach may demonstrate
democratic behavior by having his or her team vote for team captains. Second, the items
in the LSS were modified from scales from business and indusry. Refinements need to be
rnade in the existrng scales with new and more meaningful items based on the experiences
and insights ofboth coaches and athletes.
There has been quantitative research on the preferred decision-making styles of
soccer coaches by university soccer athletes (Gordon, 1988). The purpose ofGordon's
(1988) study was to investigate the validity and applicability of Che[adurai and Haggerty's
(1978) normative model of decision styles in coaching and the model's ability in
diagnosing decision-making problems in college soccer. Soccer coaches were asked what
they would decide in 15 soccer situations and comparisons were made with the model's
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predictions of what coaches normally do. The study also examined the coaching decision
styles preferred by the athletes for the same situations and then compared the responses of
coaches and athletes.
Gordon (1988) found the preferences for decision styles from both coaches and
athletes only supported3So/o of Chelladurai and Haggerty's (1978) model prescriptions.
He found the college soccer coaching climate to be more autocratic than the theoretical
model suggested. Surprisrngly, athletes rarely attempted to participate in decision-making
processes for 15 different soccer situations as much as the model predicted. Both coaches
and athletes in this study preferred the head coach to make decisions in virtually all
situations and especially those pertaining to performance matters (e.g., training routines,
team selectioru and team tactics). Hence, Gordon's (1988) argued that the model's ability
in helping soccer coaches diagnose problems and cope withthem was highly questionable.
Ftrthermore, Gordons' (1988) results brought into question the use of quantitative
inquiw for this subject matter.
While this study provided information and insight into college soccer coaching
styles, it was based on a quantitative research paradigrn, Chelladurai and Haggerty's
(1978) normative model for decision styles in coaching: As stated previously, it does not
seemproper to use only a quantified measurement model when investigating behavior that
cannot and may not be quantifiable.
To date, there is no qualitative research that depicts the coaching style preferences
ofsoccer coaches or athletes. Specifically, the unique preferences ofsoccer athletes have
lyet to be fully captured in order to describe the preferred soccer coaching style. In order
to describe the coaching style preferences of college soccer athletes and the reasons
behind these preferiences, greater attention must be given to assessing the coaching style
preferences of collegiate soccer athletes.
With greater knowledge ofthe coaching style preferences, the greater the ability
for a college soccer coach to meet the preferences of his or her athletes. When the needs
ofthe athlete have been satisfied, the athlete will likely feel more comfortable and
confident in that environment (Chelladurai, 1984). With personal and team satisfaction, it
logically follows, the athlete will be ready to move towards his or her performance
potential. As a result, the coach will be more effective in terms of motivating his or her
athletes and enhancing individual and team performance.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose ofthe study was to provide a qualitative ass€ssment ofthe coaching
style preferences and the reasons for having these preferences by male soccer athletes on
Upstate New Yorh Division III, college teams. The specific aim of this study was to
gather in-depth qualitative data on the coaching style preferences of varsity soccer athletes
at Ithaca College and the University of Rochester. Because there was limited information
about the impact of college soccer coaching styles, a phenomenological qualitative design
was used to assess soccer athletes' coaching style preferences.
The study was not intended to argue that one coaching style was better than
another style- Nor was this research aimed towards adding strength to or attempting to
dismiss any hypotheses about soccer coaching styles. Instead, this study attempted to
explore the preferences and reasons why soccer players have preferences regarding
specific coaching styles. The nature of a phenomenological qualitative research design
allowed for the gathering of data that solely investigated the unique perspectives of each
athlete and coach.
Significance of the Study
The significance of such a study is that it probed beyond any assumptions that may
have been held about soccer coaching styles, while depicting the athlete's unique
perceptions and preferences regarding these styles. It allowed for the athletes to express
and describe in details any thoughts or actions regarding coaching style preferences. It
was the athlete's detailed description of what style of coaching behavior is preferred that
was of great importance. This study also allowed the development of concepts, insights,
and understandrngs from patterns in the data rather than collecting data to assess
preconceived models, hlpothesis, and theories. Lofland (1995) described this type of
theorizing as "emergent analysis" and points out that the process is creative and intuitive
as opposed to mechanical. With greater insight into the perceptions ofthe soccer player
comes greater trnderstanding of their preferred coaching styles. The greater the
understanding, the greater the potential for applying some ofthese coaching style
preferences in practice sessions and competition. It is hoped that such a design will
motivate other sport psychology professionals to explore such methods in advanclng this
type of inqutry. By way of learning about the factors that influence soccer coaching style
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preferences, soccer coaches can be more knowledgeable and better prepared to implement
the most effective coaching style in terrns of attrlete satisfaction with his or her coach and
overall involvement in intercollegiate soccer. Ultimately, it is hoped that coaches in all
sports will be able to intervene with the coaching style that best matches the needs of their
athletes.
The impact of such a study can be far reaching. With such an inquiry, a more
holistic understanding of the preferred soccer coaching styles is possible. In qualitative
methodology, people, settings, or groups are not reduced to variables, but are viewed as a
whole. When studying people qualitatively, it is necessary to get to know them personally
and experience what they experience in their daily lives. It seems quite significant to know
the needs ofthe athlete as well as the reasons for these needs. In other words, it seems
important to determine the factors associated with their perceptions. For example, if an
athlete expresses a need for positive reffircement, it is important to understand the
reasons for this need. Instead of only knowing the coaching style a soccer player desires,
emphasis must be given as to why, wherq and under what circumstances this preference
occurs. As a result, greater insight is provided for coaches and sport psychology
consultants concerning the needs of male soccer athletes on Upstate New york, Division
III, college fsams.
Problem Statement
Little is known concerning the coaching style preferences of collegiate soccer
athletes. To date, there have been no studies that have investigated collegiate soccer
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coaching preferences using a phenomenological qualitative design. More significantly,
male soccer athletes on Upstate New York, Division III, college teams have not been
examined conceming their coaching style preferences. Most of sports research in general
and sport behavior research in particular has been dominated by traditional quantitative
methodologies. However, professionals within the exercise and sport science fields are
increasing their use of alternative approaches to the quantitative methods by way of
initiating and conducting qualitative research (Cote, Salmela Baria & Russell, 1993;
Locke, 1989; Sage, 1989; Schuta 1989; Shelley, 1998). This trend continues within the
field of sport psychology as researchers are hoping to attain a more descriptive
understanding of the cognitive and emotional processes associated with athletic
performances @rustad,1993; Cote, Salmela & Russell, 1995:' Jackson, 1992). However,
qualitative means of inquiry have been omitted in describing soccer coaching styles and
preferences of coaching styles exclusively from the athlete's perspective.
Research Ouestion
This study was designed to investigate the following question
What are the coaching style preferences of male soccer athletes on Upstate New
Yorh Division III, college teams and their reasons for having these preferences?
Scope ofthe Study
The study involved two, Division III, varsity soccer progftlrns in New york State.
Two sets of interviews were conducted. One set of interviews was designed to
investigate the preferences and rationale that three players in each of these programs had
il
for socce. coaching styles. The second set of interviews was designed to investigate the
unique perspectives of the head coaches at each of these schools. lnterviews took place in
the winter semester of 1998.
Delimitations
l. Data were collected with extensive interviews and amlyznd using qualitative
methods.
2. OnIy male soccer athletes and head coaches from two, Upstate New York,
Division III, colleges were included in this study.
3. This study exarnined only winning soccer programs with a 50% winning
percentage for 5 years prior to the study.
4. The study examined only the startmg (i.e., first tearn) athletes involved in the
respective soccer prograrns.
Limitations
l. The rezuhs are limited to the truthfulness of the participants' responses to the
interview questions.
/
2. The results rxay be generalizeable to male, soccer athletes who start on
successful, Division III teams.
3. The results rnay be generalizeable to male, soccer coaches who coach
successful, Division III tearns,
Definition of Terms
l. Phenomenology - a method of inquiry that views human behavior, what
t2
people say and do, as product of how people define their worlds. It focuses on the
question: What is the structure and essence ofthe experience for this person? The primary
purpose of such methodology is to report the "lived experience" of the individual. This
type of qualitative investigation serves as a means to study how people describe an
experience by way of their own unique perspective. It is the study of what is perceived to
be reality as opposed to what is reality. It attempts to capture how people construct their
realities (Taylor & Bogdan, 1997).
2. Rigor - a commitment to the established rules for conducturg inqurry. It deals
with one's discipline and accuracy in identifying the problenr, designing a research plan,
and analyzing the data. It calls for objectivity and conciseness on the part of the
researcher (Kincheloe & Mclareru 1994).
3. Bracketing - the way in which the researcher tries to "set aside" any knowledge
he or she has about the experience under investigation. Qualitative researchers must
attempt to suspend, or set aside, their own perspectives and take-for-granted views ofthe
world. Bruyn (1966) advised the qualitative researcher to view things as though they
happened for the first time. It involves interpreting a phenomenon in terms of a new
standard of meaning that has not been defined before. Preconceptions are put aside so the
subject matter can be confronted on its terms @atton, 1990).
4. Triangulation - the use of multiple methods of data collection to guarantee an
in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question @enzin & Lincoln, lgg4).
Triangulation is a means for adding precision and depth to a study by combining the data
l3
fiom interviews, observations, and empirical materials @atton, 1990; Shelley, 1998).
5. Intuiting - the process of "focusing" and narrowing of one's attention to the
phenomena of interest. The study ofhuman behavior is time consuming and intellectually
fatiguing, and depends for its success upon the ability of the researcher. Intuiting involves
complete concentration and absorption in the experience being studied (Bums & Grove,
le87).
6. Interview Guide 
- 
a list of questions, topics, or issues that are to be explored in
The course of an interview @affoq 1990). These are the questions that the interviewer
will ask the participants.
l-
Cbapter 2 ?
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Sports have become a vital part of our cultural heritage and our national identity.
Many sport researchers have argued that participation in athletics is an important part of
the maturation process (Chelladurai & Carrorl 1983; Curtis, Smith, & Smoll, 1979;
Gruneau, 1989; Nakarnura" 1996). In fact, placing a person in situations like those found
in athletic settings may be one of the greatest tests of character. To what extent and how
successfirlly a person handles and manages a sport situation may give some indication of
how he or she handles other aspects of life.
In a way, athletics can be seen as a kind of miniature model of life. Ifthe person is
outstanding in athletic competition, there is a high probability of his or her doing well in
other aspects of life. "Dorng well" does not necessarily have to mean a winning
performance. Instead, it would mean functioning with a high level of maturity,
concentration, and confidence while practicing and performing.
Many sport researchers also believe that attrletics offers beneficial values to the
participant (Adelman, 1986; Grover, 1989; Struna 1996; Tutko & Richards, l97l).
Athletic participation has positive influences on responsibility, cooperation, respect for
authority, loyalty, detennination, hard work, and tolerance. In fact, athletic participation
enables an individual to learn discipline and meet the challenge of facing other individuats
with mental, physicaf and emotional balance and toughness. An athlete's ability to gain
participation in athletics is dependent upon a number of different internal and external
14
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factors. Natural talent, intelligence, mental toughness, and desire to compete and excel in
athletic competition are a few ofthe internal factors. The quality of competitiorU the
athletic environment, and the influence of the coach on the athletes are some ofthe
external factors.
Quite possibly the external factor with the greatest influence for determining
whether or not athletic participation will be beneficial for an attrlete is the coach. The
degree to which the coach positively influences his or her athletes may coincide with the
degree to which his or her athletes are able to gain beneficial values from participation in
sport. Ifa coach has a positive effect on an athlete, the chances are greater that the athlete
will benefit from his or her sport participation Conversely, if a coach has a negative effect
on an athlete, the athlete may desire to cease participating in that sport altogether and may
have his or her self-confidence, self-worth, and self-image severely damaged. Therefore,
the coach plays a critical role in the athletic process and continued participation of an
athlete. Not only is he or she responsible for the performance of individuals and the teanr,
he or she is responsible for the physical, mentaf and emotional development ofhis or her
players.
These responsibilities constitute the coach as the leader of the team. Leadership,
in this case, goes beyond merely teaching athletic skills and basic strategies. As the leader,
the coach sets the exarnple that can be followed by the athletes. The coach also must be
able to assist in developing his or her athlete's physical, emotional, and intellectual
attnlbutes. He or she has to be able to motivate different types of individrrals for
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attainment of their athletic potential. He or she has to plan, organizs, direct, and
coordinate the efforts of his or her athletes and tearn Who a coach is as well as what the
coach does in the athletic arena have a tremendous influence on the participants. The
words that a coach speaks and how the coach says thern, his or her body language, his or
her facial expressions, from raising the brows to smiling, all have an impact on the
atmosphere that is created for each athlete and the team as a whole. How a coach leads,
influences or impacts, and communicates to his or her athletes is referred to the coaching
style (Nakamura 1996).
Coaching Styles
The research on sport leadership and coaching styles has varied greatly in an
attempt to understand leadership in sport and the effects of sport leadership on
perforrnance. Researchers have often examined the forms or types of coaching styles,
relying on a third party's descriptive, observational analysis of a coaching style. As a
result, there are between three and six different coaching styles. However, the most
commonly mentioned fornrs are authoritariarl "laissez-faire," democratic, and business-
like (chelladurai, 1984; Ditchfield & Bahr, 1994; Hendry, 1974;Legget, 1983; Nakamur4
1996; Straub, 1990; Swarta 1973; Tutko & Richards,lgTl). In any case, it is important
to note that no one category cornpletely describes the makeup of one srngle coach.
Instead, a coach usually represents a large portion of the characterisli"s fsrrnd in one
category along with a few ofthe characteristics from other categories. The most
predominant categories found in the literature are:
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Authoritarian
The authoritative coaches are hard-driving and energetic people who demand
certain responses from their players. They believe in strong discipline in order to
accomplish the clearly stated team goals. They usually use punitive measures to enforce
the rules they established. They are often rigid about schedules and plans with Iittle
flexibility to be found on or offthe field. Their personalities are not usually very warm
and at times, they can be cruel and if not actually sadistic. They are well organized,
prepared, and there is seldom any time that goes without unaccountability. They do not
develop personal relationships with their athletes and may even use threats as motivation.
While they may be religious and/or moralistic, they tend to be bigoted and prejudiced.
This coaching style often produces a highly disciplined and well-organizod tearn The
athletes are infected with intensity and the devotion similar to that of the coach. This
intensrty norrnally manifests itself as a high degree of aggressiveness characterized by
physical punishment of an opponent. The team's spirit is strong and positive as long as it
continues to win (Chelladurai, 1984;Hendry, t973;Nakamurq 1990).
The team may tle prone to dissention when conrpetition does not go as expected or
desired. While few teams are adequately prepared to accept adversity and defeat,
authoritarian led tearns have more of a tendency to lose badly and the tearn members look
for excuses or blame others for the frilure. Athletes may drop-offthe team if they do not
choose to compete in an atmosphere where punishment and fear exits. In fact, many
players develop a dislike for the coach because he or she represents authority that uses
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punitive measures to enforce rules and performance standards @itchfield & Bahr, 1994;
Hendry, L973;Nakamura, 1996).
Laissez-Faire
"Laissez-faire" coaches, in many ways, are the exact opposite of the authoritarian
type of coaches. They usually have relaned personalities and give the irnpression that
everything is under control. These coaches do not adhere to schedules, often preferring to
leave things less structured and to be able to act as their mood dictates. This coaching
style produces a relaxed atmosphere in which this freedom from stress often generates a
positive attitude towards hard work. The players seem to profit more from the instruction
and to retain it longer than they would in an atmosphere where instruction is repeatedly
forced on thern The laissez-faire coach believes that the athletes will produce better if
motivation is derived from their own enthusiasrn
If the team does not perform well, the disadvantages of this coaching style will be
easily noticed. Because the pressures found in competition are not present in the daily
practices, the team is not prepared to effectively handle the stress from competition. The
athletes are apt to blame the coach when failure is present. They may think of him or her
as being inadequate or uncaring and their coach's aloofrress and lackadaisical approach to
coaching rnay cause team members to question their coach's commitment to their success.
It is disheartening to athletes that their coach does not support them ardently and that the
person they work for every day does not have their sarne degree of enthusiasm for the
sport as they (Legget,l974;Nakamur4 1996; Straub, 1990).
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Democratic
The democratic coaches appear between the authoritarian and the laissez-faire type
of coaches while maintaining their uniquely democratic make-up. They only use discipline
when the situation truly warrants it. They strive to maintain structured schedules, but
create a relaxed and positive environment simultaneously. The democratically led team
works as a unit and most policies are a matter of group decisions. Democratic coaches
constantly are seeking the input of tearn members concerning iszues such as problem
solving, tactics, rule setting, team personnel, and conditioning. This solicited infornr,ation
is the basis for the final decision made by the coach (Leggett, 1983; Nakamur4 1996;
Swartz, 1973).
The democratic style of coaching may generate a high degree of motivation in the
team members. The team members become involved in decisions that affect them and
their circumstances. There is a two-way flow of communication The coach is often liked
by a number of players because they are able to express their views and, as a result, the
coach appears considerate oftheir needs. This style ofcoaching produces good team
cohesiveness, a relaxed environment in whichto perform, and athletes that produce more
than what is expected of them (Ditchfield & Bahr, 19941, Straub, 1990; Swarta 1973).
Because the coach actively participates as just another voice in some decision-
making aspects, the greatest disadvantage to this style is the time it takes to initiate action
and to formulate workable solutions to complex problems. This is a chance the coach
takes because often there can be too much discussion and too many people sharing
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responsibility for major decisions. Another disadvantage to this style is that the athletes
are not coaches. Most athletes do not possess the same level of knowledge and expertise
as their coaches. Athletes have had to follow the instructions of their coaches for years
and have limited exposure to the sport compared to their coaches. This does not qualify
them to make team decisions as accurately and effectively as the coach. If their opinions
and beliefs are used to make team decisions, there is a chance that the team decisions will
be inaccurate (Legget, 1983; Straub, 1990).
Business-Like
Business-like coaches surpass the aforementioned three styles of coaching in terms
of technique and ability to acquire new information They stress the need to focus on the
logical part of the sport rather than the emotional. They are intellectual pragrnatic, and
attempt to out-think their opponent through tactics. They are highly skilled at
accumulating scouting information about their opponents to provide their teams with
tactical advantages. To business-like coaches, coaching is an exact science. These
coaches approach their jobs with the highest regard for the organization They leave
nothing to chance and the team's progress is continually being evaluated, seeking to
discover any ineffective measures or weaknesses that may detract from the success of the
tearn These coaches' relations with his or her players are most likely to be business-like.
Personality has nothing to do with one's place on the tearn Instead the athlete who is
most efficient in the execution ofhis or her duties is most likely to receive the greatest
recognition and acceptance. However, with the knowledge of the importance of proper
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execution, some players lose their sense of individuality and identity. The attrlete who
does not share the same convictions as his or her coach usually is not as accepted by that
coach. In a highly emotional atmosphere, some players are easily and effectivety
motivated. These players may be lost when emotion is not present (Ditcffield & Bahr,
1994;Tutko & Richards, lg7 l).
Sport Leadership Research
For a better understanding of the behavioral complexities inherent in coaching
styles, many approaches to sports research have been used to examine the way in which
the coach leads and coaches his or her team Research in sport leadership has taken a
number of different approaches in an attempt to understand the effects of coaching styles
on dependent variables like athlete satisfaction with performance. The personalities of the
coach and how personality affects the athletes have been exarnined. Situational factors
that are important to leader success like the characteristics of zubordinates, the
organizational structure, and the demands of the specific situation have also been
examined. Focus has been placed also on the actual leadership behaviors such as decision-
rnaking and group effectiveness, or the productivity and satisfaction of group members.
Situational-specific behavior of leaders has been studied as well as what effect these
behaviors have upon followers.
One early approach to studying leadership in sport was to examine the personality
traits of coaches to deterrnine if there was a particular tlpe of person best suited to be a
coach (Ogilvie & Tutko, 1966). The basic thrust ofthis research discovered that
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individuals with specific personalities were better suited to coach particular sports. For
example, a football coach specifically needed to be disciplined for the tearn to function
properly largely due to the number of athletes involved with the teanL
But, this research was inherently limited because it did not address the difficulty of
task (i.e., level of competition) and situational variables (i.e., age of participants, type of
sport, gender of coach and athlete) that could influence the need for a customized
coaching personality. Therefore, other early research contended that the effectiveness of
sport leadership was a function ofboth situational and individual characteristics (Gibb,
1969). This interactionist approach was illustrated by leadership models such as the
contingency theory (Fiedler, 1967) and the path-goal theory (Evans, 1970; House l97l).
Fiedler (1967) in his contingency model argued that leadership styles resuhed from
the leader's own needs and personality. He also suggested that leadership style was a
stable personality characteristic that was well established. According to Fiedler (1967),
leadership can only be improved in two ways: One, the situation is changed so that it is
more compatible with the leader's overall personality and two, a new leader is found who
is more compatible to the situation Because Fielder's contingency theory contended that
Ieader's personality traits were relatively inflexible, leadership could be most effective
when the situation was favorable and compatible to the leader's personality. This gives
credence to the notion tbat a coach's personality should be compatible with the sport
being coached.
The path-goal theory (House, l97l) suggested that effective leadership would vary
【．‐ ‥ ‐
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according to the characteristics of the individual group members and the characteristics of
the task, not the personality of the leader. This theory stressed that the leader functions in
a supplemental way by identffig for group members the route to take to reach valued
goals. The specific characteristics of each situation determine the leader behaviors that
most successfirlly aid the members. By utilizing this theory, one could predict that each
attrlete might prefer specific behaviors from his or her coach-
But these situation-specific theories were originally formed in areas other than
sport. It was, therefore, difficult for researchers to explain coaching behavior in terms of
leadership theories derived from other fields ofhuman behavior (Terrl,& Howe, 1985).
In fact, Chelladurai and Carron (1978) pointed out that the direct application of these
theories to sporting situations could be questioned. They argued that sports teams possess
certain unique characteristics that render general leadership theories inapplicable.
The ratio of practice time to performance time, for instance, differs considerably
from sport to sport. Unlike industriat settings in which members performthe sarne task all
day, athletes spend endless hotus practicing different skills for perforrrances lasting a few
hours per week. The duration of sports team's seasons will also tpically be much shorter
than other organized groups and the nature of sporting contests, unlike working
environments, allow for only one winner even though both contestants rnay have produced
their best efforts. In fact, when these theories have been tested in the sporting
environment (Chelladurai & Carrorq 1983; Chelladurai & Sale[ 1978; Vos Strache,
1979), onty partial support for them was found.
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Leadership Assessment
Recent research on sport leadership has taken on three different approaches. One
approach has been in the tradition of Smith et al. (1977, 1983) who based their research
on the Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS), a device that separated coaching
into different behaviors. The CBAS allowed researchers to code and assess coaches'
specific behaviors, train coaches to improve their behaviors, rerrsess their behaviors, and
measure the effects ofthese changes on players' enjoyment and satisfaction (Chelladurai,
lee0).
Smith, Smoll, and Hunt (lgll)investigated 15 male youth baseball coaches'
perceptions of their coaching behaviors. Perceptions oftheir behaviors were compared
with the actual behavioral assessments obtained from the CBAS. It was found that the
coaches' perceptions of their coaching behavior correlated with the actual
assessments. This strongly zuggested that coaches might act differently than they thought
they acted.
SmittL Noland, Smoll, & Coppel (1983) explored how athletes from different
youth sport tearns perceived the behavior of their coaches. Again, uslng the CBAS, this
study examined the youths' perceptions oftheir coaches' behavior to self-perceptions of
the coaches. It was found that the athletes' perceptions did not correspond to the
coaches' perceptions, highly suggesting that coaches were not expressing the behaviors
their athlete's desired. It was found that these athletes generally wanted their coach to
provide them with reinforcement, encouragement, technical information, and organization
?
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and control over their tearn In fact, they favorably evaluated their coach when these
behaviors were present.
This research has given credence to the importance of assessing the preferences of
athletes for customized coaching behavior. Not only do coaches have a skewed view of
their own coaching behaviors, but also their athletes do not prefer many of their coach's
behaviors. Coaches should have an understanding of their athletes' desired coaching
behaviors. When these behavioral preferences have been fulfille{ the athletes' enjoyment
and satisfaction are enhanced. But, these assessments of athletes' coaching behavior
preferences were accomplished through a quantitative approach, using the CBAS. It
seems that combining this quantitative data with a qualitative assessment ofthe athletes'
desired coaching behavior would have been more effective in capturing this kind of
empirical information
Decision Styles
The second approach to the study of coaching was based on the normative model
of decision-styles in coaching developed by Chelladurai & Haggerty (1978). These
authors acknowledged and concentrated on decision-making styles of coaches. They
argued that decision-making was separate from other sets of coaching behaviors. In fact,
they argued that decision-rnaking was one of the constant recurring demands of coaches
working at any level of competition. Frequent problems arose in sport that required
decisions regarding such matters as seasonal planning, conducting practice sessions, and
supervision ofactual conrpetitive performances. Such decisions, they theorized, to a
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lesser or gteater degtee, were the responsibility ofthe coach- However, they also argued
that the amount of control athletes should be given in making decisions was critical for
their satisfaction with and enjoyment of the sport.
This normative model identified three tlpes of decision styles in coaching sport
teams: autocratic, participative, and delegative. A coach with an autocratic style alone
made the final decision about confronting issues Iike interpersonal relations among team
members and coaches, intensity of workouts, and team strategy or tactics and personnel
selections. This style included the consultative approach where the coach could consult
with any or all of his or her players about a specific problem before reaching a decision
alone. A coach with a participative style made decisions pertaining to the same issues
through consensus. The coach and the team made the decision A coach with a delegative
style allowed one or more team members to make decisions on behalf of the group (which
included the coach). The coach with this style was involved only with the announcement
of the decision of the tearn members and its implementation (Chelladurai & Haggerty,
1978).
This normative model of decision styles in coaching also helped explain how a
decision would be made in a particular situation. Specifically, the situation determined
which decisions should be made and how much input should be gathered from the athletes.
Situations, in this case, were defined by seven situational athibutes. These attributes
helped to shape the situation and influenced which of the three recommended decision
styles should be implemented. They were also designed to help coaches increase their
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effectiveness in diagnosing coaching problems by deciding when to increase or decrease
athlete participation in the decisions that need to be made. These seven attributes were:
1. Time Restrictions 
- 
Decisions that were influenced by the amount of time.
2. Quality Requirement - Decisions that required carefrrl analysis for the
selection of the best possible solution to a problern
3. Amount oflnformation- Decisions were limited to the amount of knowledge
that coaches and athletes possessed.
4. Problem Complexity 
- 
Difficult decisions were made by the person with the
most knowledge.
5. Acceptance 
- 
Decisions that needed to be accepted by team members for
effective implementations.
6. Coach's Power Base 
- 
Decision-making was based on the amount of
admiration and respect the athletes had towards their coach's expertise and knowledge of
the sport.
7. Group Integration 
- 
Decision-making that was dependent upon the arnount of
conflict on a tearn-
Many studies have focused on the extent of participation in decision-making
preferred by coaches in varying situations (Chelladurai, l98l; Chelladurai & Arnott, 1985;
Chelladurai, Haggerty, & Banter, 1989). Chelladurai and Arnott (19g5) asked 50 high
school level football coaches to indicate their preferences among various decision styles
(autocratic, consultative, participative, or variations thereof) in a given situation. These
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authors were also concerned with the effects ofthe situational attributes and the various
individual difference characteristics on decision style choices. Results indicated that most
of the football coaches preferred the autocratic style of decision-making in the given
situations. They also argued that situational differences had three times as much influence
as individual differences on the decision style choices.
Gordon (1988) assessed the validity and applicability ofthe normative model of
decision styles in coaching and the model's utility in diagnosing decision-making problems
in university soccer programs. Specifically, Gordon (1988) was concerned with the
relationship between congruence of coaches'and player's decision style choices and
member satisfaction Head soccer coaches were asked how they would decide in soccer
situations and the athletes were asked which decision style they preferred. The study
examined the congruence between the decision styles chosen by coaches, and those
coaching decision styles preferred by the athletes, for the same situations.
It was found that the preferences for decision styles from both coaches and athletes
supported only 33% of Chelladuai and Haggerty's (1978) model prescriptions. In fact, the
university soccer clirnate, as perceived by coaches and the players was far more autocratic
than the theoretical model suggested. Therefore, the model's utility in helping soccer
coaches make proper coaching decisions was highly questionable. There was also little
evidence to suggest that either coaches or athletes like the delegative decision style. This
was similiar to findings from other investigations (Grand, l9g};Larose, lggl).
Chelladurai and Arnott (1985) believed that athletes become suspicious when only one or
一
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two individuals, not the whole tearn, are involved in decision making. Also, in interviews,
Gordon (1982) found that neither coaches nor athletes, from six different sports, believed
that athletes knew enough about college athletics to justify delegation in decision-nraking.
Instead, they preferred the head coach to make decisions regarding performance matters
(e.g., training routines, tenm selection, tearn tactics).
Multidimensional Model
The third line of inquiry into sport leadership began with the proposal ofthe
multidimensional model of leadership (Cheladuru;1978;' Chelladurai & Carroru 1978) and
the development ofthe Leadership Scale for Sports (Chelladurai, 1978, Chelladurai &
Carron, 1981a; Chelladurai & Sateb 1978,1980). The multidimensional model of
leadership was devised to directly rnsess the effectiveness of different coaching behaviors
in sports by supplying a general formula for the duel outcome of athlete satisfaction and
superior perforrnance. Amongst other things, the model emphasized the importance of
actual coaching behavior correspondmg to the behavior preferred by the athlete. Athlete
performance and satisfaction were related directly to how closely these behaviors
coincided. Preferred and actual coaching behavior preferences positively affect
performance levels.
More specifically, according to the multidimensional model of leadership, there
were three areas of coaching behavior: required, actual, and preferred (Chelladurai, 19g0,
l984ab 1990). Group performance and member satisfaction were considered to be a
function ofthe congruence ofthese three states. The factors that affected these three
states of leader behavior were the characteristics of the situation, the leader, and the
members.
According to the model, the coach was required to behave in a certain way
because of the demands and constraints placed upon him or her by the situational and
member characteristics. Some of the situational characteristics that impnge upon required
coaching behavior included: lsem goals, the organirational structure of the teanr, the level
of the team (e.g., professional versus high school teams), the group task (e.g., individual
versus team sport), the social norlns, and cultural values. Some ofthe member or team
characteristics included: age, intelligence, ability, experience, and personality dispositions.
Also accordmg to the model, the team members preferred to have their coach
behave in a certain rumner. Similar to required leader behavior, team members'
preferences for specific coaching behavior were largely a function ofthe individual
personality characteristics of the group members. Personality variables such as need for
achievement, need for affiliation, intellectual maturity, and competence and experience in
the sport influenced team members' preferences for coaching behavior. In addition, the
situational characteristics also affected team members' preferences. For example, both the
coach and the athletes e4pected that the coach would behave in a specific rumner. Thus,
both the coach and the team members were socialized into the same behavioral preference
in a given context (e.g., group tash the formal authority system).
Further, the model contended that the achral coaching behavior displayed was
formed from the coach's personal characteristics, situational requirements, and the
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behavioral preferences of team members. It argued that the coach's personal
characteristics included personality, ability, and experience and they all had influence on
the coach's actual behavior. In addition, the actual coaching behavior was considerably
influenced by the situational requirements. For instance, a coach from a professional
sports team would exhibit different coaching behaviors than a coach from a high school
tearn In additiorl the athletes from the two above settings would prefer ditrering
coaching behaviors, and zuch preferences would influence how the coach actually behaves.
Finally, the model contended that the athlete's performance and satisfaction were a
function ofthe degree of congruence among the three states of coaching behavior:
required, actual, and preferred. More specffically, performance was linked to the
congruence between required and actual coaching behaviors, while satisfaction was linked
between the congruence between actual coaching behavior and the preferred coaching
behavior. Chelladurai and Carron (1978) noted that an athlete's performance and
satisfaction with the sport were not independent of each other because both were a result
of the coaching behaviors. Thus, they argued that athletic performance and satisfaction
were jointly affected by the congruence among the three states of coaching behavior.
Leadership Scale for Sports
In order to test the multidimensional model of leadership, Chelladurai and Saleh
(1978) developed the Leadership Scale for Sports (LSS). In the first stage of the
development ofthe LSS, these authors extracted five factors from the responses of
physical education students to an original pool of 99 items drawn and modified from
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existing scales. In the second stage, a reduced pool of 50 items was administered to
physical education students and university athletes in various sports. Factor analyses of
these responses showed that the five dimensional description of leader behavior could be
replicated in different sets of data. The five dimensions of leader behavior were training
and instruction, democratic behavior, autocratic behavior, social support behavior, and
rewarding (positive feedback) behavior.
Training and Instruction Behavior
This coach aimed at improving the athlete's performance by emphasizing and
facilitating hard and strenuous training, by in*ructing them in the skills, techniques, and
tactics of the sport, clarifying the relationships among team members, and by structuring
and coordinating the team's activities.
Democratic Behavior
This coach allowed for gteater participation by the athletes in decisions pertaining
to team goals, practice methods, and garne tactics and strategies.
Autocratic Behavior
This coach had absolute decision-making capabilities and stressed authority over
athletes in all situations.
Social Support Behavior
This coach was genuinely concerned for the welfare of his or her athletes,
developing a positive team atmosphere, and establishing wann interpersonal relations with
the athletes.
「
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Positive Feedback Behavior
This coach positively reinforced an athlete by recognizing and rewarding his or her
good perfonniulce.
The final scale of the LSS consisted of 40 items with five response categories;
always, often, occasionally, seldorn, and never. Chelladurai (1978) developed three
versions of the LSS. One version assessed the coach's perception of his or her actual
coaching behavior. The second version investigated the athlete's perceptions ofthe
coach's behavior, while the final version assessed the coaching behaviors preferred by the
athletes. These three versions of the LSS allowed a researcher to assess the coach-athlete
compatibility from a number of perspectives.
Studies of the Multidimensional Model
Various researchers have used the multidimensional model of leadership and the
versions ofthe LSS to assess issues related to coach-athlete compatibility (Chelladurai,
1984; Chelladurai, 1978; Garland & Barry, 1988; Gordon, 1986; Honre & carron, 1985;
Schliesmarl 1987; Summers, 1988; Terr),& Howe, 1984; Weiss & Fredricks, 1986).
Some issues investigated by researchers included (a) the athletes' preferences for specific
leader behaviors, (b) the athletes' perceptions oftheir coaches' leader behaviors, and/or
the coaches' perceptions of their own behavior, (c) the discrepancy between the coach,s
perception ofhis or her behavior and the behavior the athlete preferred, and (d) the
discrepancy between the athlete's perception ofthe coach's behavior and the behavior
preferred by the athlete.
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chenadurai(1978,1984)asseSSed the coaching preferences and perceptiolls of87
basketball players ibm ten teallns,52 wrettLrs hm follr teallns,and 57 track and fleld
athletes ttom s破ealllls±om Canadian llmversities. He found that the congrucnce
between preferred and actual behaviors arected satisfaction with the coach in a cllrvilinear
IIlamer(nlembers were less satisfed when the actud behavior deviated hm their
preferred behavior in either directio⇒.Specincaly,athletes fbm each sport were lllore
satお艶d宙th the coach when he pЮvid d them mth training and instruction and posiive
feedback that exceeded thett pretrence Lvel.This Lding suppo■ed th 宙ew that
athletおsおa task―oriented enterpse(G軋1978)and that cOaching behavior that
emphasized these dimensiolls would lead to ennced tealn satおfaction.
Confence in the socialsuppo■dimension also postively arected the satおfaction
with coaching in basketban and wrestling tealrns,but tt was lllrelated to such satおfaction
h track and im.One explanatbn for the hck ofassociatbn between coaching behavior
and satお鮭 bn with individual perforlnance can be drawn hm tttk goals.Track and
feld athletes onen set theL owll perforrnance goals.This pЮcess ofgoal s ■i g was
likeサinted to th individd and the idue“e ofthe co∝h only peripheral.
Horne and Carron(1985)found i hportant for co■ege footban cOaches t。
pЮvide theh athletes with posiive feedback and autocratic behavioro h fact,they argued
that these two types ofbehavior were the bett predictors ofcoach―athld comatibility
and the athlete's overan satおfaction宙th badership.When the coach provided the士
athletes lMth lnore posiive feedback and autocratic behavior than they expectet the
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athlete's satisfaction increased. This appeared consistent withthe type of sport that was
being analyzed. Football required the coach to have absolute control of the team due to
its large size and need for organization to remain efficient and competitive. Perhaps these
athletes recognized the need for their coach to possess sufficient autocratic behavior for
the good of the tearn Perhaps these athletes also wanted their coaches to provide them
with positive feedback because it helped them maintain confidence in themselves.
Schliesman (1987) used the multidimensional model to study 60 university track
and field athletes. He administered the LSS to examine which coaching behaviors these
athletes preferred from their coach and how they perceived their current coach's behavior.
He found that the athletes were most satisfied with their coaches when they received
sufficient democratic behavior and social support from their coaches. Specifically, the
closer the match between the perception of the behaviors of the coach and the preferences
of the athlete, the higher the satisfaction of the attrlete.
Perhaps democratic behavior and social support was a good predictor of
satisfaction with leadership for these athletes due to the nature ofthe sport. Track and
field is an individual sport in which athletes look for input from their coaches to reach
individual performance goals. Athletes need their coach to assist them with decisions
pertaining to practice methods and event tactics and strategies. They also look to their
coach for social support because they are competing on an individual basis. Athletes
participating in team sports often have other team members to supply social support. This
is not as much the case for athletes competing individually.
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Weiss and Fredrichs (1986) examined the relationship of university basketball
players' perceptions and preferences of their coaches' behavior on the LSS dimensions
with team performance and team member satisfactiorr When teams were the unit of
analysis, the perceived coaching behaviors (he five dirnensions taken together) were
predictive of win/loss percentage and team satisfaction. Specifically, the authors found
that positive feedback was the bes predictive factor for team satisfaction However, they
also discovered that perceived social support was most negativety associated with win/loss
percentage (i.e., higher levels of social support were associated with lower win4oss
percentages).
Perhaps these findings were consistent with this type of sporting tearn Perhaps
college basketball teams placed great value on the ability of its coach to provide them as a
whole with positive feedback. Perhaps basketball tearns do not expect team members to
provide itself with this q/pe of support or perhaps basketball teams needed this behavior
from its coach so that it was able to have confidence in itself. Conversely, perhaps these
teams did not desire their coaches to provide social support because team members were
able to gain social support from other team nrembers. Because basketball is a team sport,
these athletes perhaps perceived that social support should only come from their own
teamrnates.
Gordon (1986) used the multidimensional model for leadership and the LSS to
examine how college soccer athletes from teams with various win/loss percentages
perceived their coaches' behaviors. Success, in this case, meant percentage of wins/losses.
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He found that university soccer players from teams with higher winfloss percentages
perceived reception ofmore training, autocratic, social support, and positive feedback
behaviors from their coaches than the athletes from less successfrrl teams. These findings
appeared to be logical. Soccer athletes benefited from the increase in coaching behaviors.
Gordon (1986) also exarnined the perceptions ofthe coaches' own behaviors and
compared these to the behavioral preferences of soccer athletes. He found that coaches of
teams with greater wiMoss percentages perceived themselves as providing more training,
democratic, autocratic, and social support behaviors. However, the soccer athletes from
more successful teams did not express the preference for democratic behavior from their
coaches. Perhaps these athletes felt their coaches possessed the greater knowledge and
expertise in the sport and, therefore would have accepted the autocratic behavior in a
coach. Meanwhile, perhaps coaches' expectations that their athletes preferred democratic
behavior was not accurate.
Chella&rai and Saleh (1978) looked at how coaching preferences could vary
according to the gender of the youth athlete. They foturd that male youth athletes
preferred more autocratic behavior fiom their coaches than female athletes. At the same
time, female youth athletes preferred more democratic behavior and social support from
their coaches compared to male athletes. Chelladurai and Saleh (1973) argued that this
was because ofthe inherent gender differences between males and females. For example,
males preferred a coach who behaved autocratically because males related better to an
authoritative coach than females. Females, on the other hand, preferred a coach who was
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democratic and provided social support because they wanted to be able to express their
preferences and be in a positive, supportive environment more than males.
Erle (1981) assessed the effects ofgender and experience on the coaching
preferences of university and intramural athletes. After he compared all the coaching
dimensions, he found that males preferred training and instruction much more than
females. Perhaps this was because of the type of sport under investigation. Perhaps male
college tennis players desire more training and instruction than females or perhaps this was
a reflection ofhow males and females preferred coaching behaviors at this age. He also
found that the greater the experience for the male or female athlete, the higher the
preference for positive feedback from the coach- It was difficult to explain this finding. It
is possible that as an athlete becomes more experienced in a sport, he or she would need
less positive feedback because of increased knowledge and confidence in that sport.
Terr),and Howe (1985) studied how the type of sport (individual or team)
influenced athletes' preferences for specific coaching behaviors. He revealed that male
and female athletes in independent sports Gwimming, dancing, cross-country, etc.)
preferred more democratic behavior and less autocratic behavior than male and female
athletes in interdependent sports (basketball, ice hockey, soccer, etc.). This was consistent
with Schliesman's (1987) findings. Those athletes in individual sports preferred their
coach to have more democratic behavior than athletes in team sports. Contrary to
Chelladurai and Carron (1978), they also found no relationship between the gender of the
athletes and their preference for autocratic behavior from their coach.
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Chelladurai and Carron (l98lb) reported that male and female athlete's cognitive
structure (intellectual capacity) was related to his or her preferred coaching style. Those
male and female athletes measured as higher on cognitive structure preferred more training
and instruction and less autocratic behavior from the coach than male and female athletes
measured as lower on cognitive structure. The athletes with higher cognitive structure
were more able to make use of their coach's training and instruction because they were
able to understand and make sense of this information The athletes with lower cognitive
structure preferred to have more autocratic behavior because they were not able to
effectively comprehend the coach's training and instruction Additionally, they rejected
the democratic coach because they thought their coach possessed more knowledge and
expertise in the sport than they did.
Chelladurai and Carron (1983) also administered the LSS to high school midget,
junior, senior, and university level basketball players. The different levels of the athletes
were thought to reflect the different maturity levels of the athletes. They found that
preferences for coaches to train and instruct progressively decreased from high school
midget to high school senior levels, but then increased at the university level. Perhaps
college athletes real:aed the need to increase their knowledge of the sport to remain
competitive in their sport. Perhaps the same athletes in high school thought they knew
everything about their sport. It was not until college that they matured enough to see the
value of instruction and training.
Chelladurai and Carron (1983) also found that the preference for social support
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increased from the high school level to the college level. Perhaps college athletes needed
more social support due to their situation. For many athletes, this was the first time away
from home and parental support and guidance was lacking. Perhaps they needed their
coach to provide the support that was lost when they entered college.
Garland and Barry (1988) examined the relationships between college football
players and coaching behavior preferences. The subjects were grouped as (a) regulars
who started and/or played 50%o or more of the plays during the games; (b) substitutes who
started and/or played in less thar. 50% of the plays; and (c) survivors who played only
when the outcome was not in question. These groupings represented the football players'
abilities. It was found that the more able players preferred their coaches to emphasize
more training and instruction, social support, positive feedback, and less autocratic
behavior than less able players. This appeared to be in contradiction to Horne and
Carron's (1983) findings that college football player's preferred autocratic behavior from
their coach. But Horne and Carron (1983) did not account for the ability of the football
players. Perhaps ifthey included this variable of individual difference, they would have
found similar results.
Problems with the Multidimensional Model
While the notion of congruence among the three states of leader behavior
(required, actual, and preferred) appeared to be sensible, the use of discrepancy scores
was not. The formula for discrepancy scores is the actual coaching behavior of the coach
minus the preferred coaching behavior of the athlete and/or the coach. The more
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congruent this relationship, it follows, the better satisfaction and performance of the
athlete.
But the actual coaching behavior aspect is dependent upon the perception of the
athlete and/or the coaclr- It is possible that the athlete's and/or the coach's perception
could be distorted. When both components of the discrepancy score (perceptions and
preferences in context) are provided by the same athlete, their perceptions can dominate in
those relatiorships (White, Crino, & Hatfield, 1985).
For instance, Chelladurai et al. (1988) administered the preferred and perceived
versions of the LSS that assessed athlete satisfastion with leadership and personal
outcome to Japanese and Canadian university athletes. They found that perceived
leadership scores explained more variance in the athlete's satisfaction than the discrepancy
scores. They, therefore, did not use the discrepancy scores. Schliesrnan (1986) also
found that the perceived demooatic behavior and social support were slightly better
predictors with general leadership than discrepancy scores for university track and field
athletes. In contrast, Chelladurai (1984) found that discrepancy scores explained a greater
percentage of the variance in athlete satisfaction than either the preferred or perceived
leadership scores. Due to these equivocal results, the reliability of the multidimensional
model for leadership has been brought into question
Another problem with the multidimensional model was that its validity was based
on the LSS, essentially a quantitative test assessing qualitative information- It does not
seem plausible or relevant to fully understand a subjective issue like coaching style
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preferences using strictly objective data. This methodology was not flexible enough to
capture the subtle details inherent in explaining human behavior. For example, the LSS
does not fully describe all of the dimensions of the coach's autocratic behavior, no matter
from where the perspective was generated.
Oualitative Research
Qualitative research in physical educatiorl exercise science, and sport science is
relatively new. However, it is not new in other fields and has been ernployed in
anthropology, psychology, and sociology for many years (Thomas & Nelson, 1996). In
general quantitative research tends to focus on mechanical separation and analysis, while
qualitative research seeks to understand the meaning of an e4perience to the participants in
a specific setting and how the parts of something come together. Patton (1990) used two
answers to a questionnaire item to show these differences. In the quantitative approactr, a
teacher was asked to respond to a statement about accountability in school teachers:
"Teachers should not be held accountable." Her response was limited to strongly agree,
agree, disagree, and strongly disagree. She checked "shongly agree." In the qualitative
approac[ the sarrre teacher was asked to respond to the same statement, but she could
respond to it as though it was an open-ended question She again confirmed that she
strongly agreed and also related her feelings of frustration with the subject.
Qualitative research focuses on the essence of the phenomena It emphasizes using
inductiorl while quantitative research mostly emphasizes using deduction. One's view of
the world will vary and is highly subjective. A qualitative researcher takes more interest in
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the process rather in the product. He or she strives to develop hypotheses from the
observations (Thomas & Nelson, 1996).
To date, there have been no qualitative studies that have investigated soccer
coaching styles. However, Cannon (1994) used a qualitative research design to assess the
personality and environment of successful football coaches from colleges throughout the
Midwest. A successful coach meant that the coach had a winning percentage higher than
50Yo. The coach also had to have been the head coach for at least 50 football gurmes at the
same institution. The researcher interviewed 10 head coaches from institutions affiliated
with all divisions in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the National
Athletic Intercollegiate Association (NAIA).
Cannon (1994) found that successful football coaches shared rumy ofthe same
personality and situational traits. One, these coaches were highly organized. These
coaches kept strict office hours, provided detailed travef practice and game schedules.
These coaches had something planned for every possible working hour. Two, these
coaches were knowledgeable about the aspects ofthe sport: offense, defense, and special
terms. These coaches were constantly striving to improve their knowledge of the game so
that they would become more successful in terms of win/loss percentage. Three, these
coaches reported having outstanding support from assistant coaches, administrators, and
facilities and access to resources such a money, equipment, alumni and fan support. It
seems imperative that similar qualitative methodologies be incorporated in the study of
specific soccer coaching styles.
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Summary
Nearly dl the sport research on leadership styles has implemented quantitative
approaches. Approaches have investigated the personalities of coaches in order to
determine what personality traits coaches should possess as the leader ofthe tearn Others
have investigatedthe situational factors that are important for a coach to be a success, like
the characteristics of the team members, the type of sport, and the demands of that sport.
Quantitative approaches have also focused on specific coaching behaviors such as
decision-making according to the situation and how these behaviors, rather than
personality dispositions, affect team members.
Quantitative sport research on coaching styles also has used more complicated
models like the multidimensional model of leadership to better understand coaching styles.
Much of this research contended that ef[ective coaching styles were formed from three
leader behavior categories: required, actufll, and preferred. When there was congruence
between these categories, then the athlete would be satisfied with the coach and his or her
individual and/or the team's performance. For the congruence to be satisfied, the
coaching preferences of the athletes had to be met. However, it has been shown the
athletes' preferences were based on their perceptions of the coach and the situation Quite
ofter1 it has been shown that an athlete's and coach's perception of something can be
skewed. Qualitative ssashing style research has succeeded in analyzing various parts,
aspects, and degrees of the coaching style phenomena, but has not provided a holistic
account of coaching styles. A qualitative research design would be an important device
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for furthering knowledge and understanding of coaching styles. While there have been
qualitative studies examining college soccer coaching styles, to date there have been no
attempts to provide a qualitative perspective on this subject matter.
Chapter 3
METHODS A}ID PROCEDURES
The purpose of the study was to provide an in-depth description of the coaching
style preferences and the rationale for having coaching style preferences of male soccer
athletes on Upstate New Yorh Division III, college teams. A qualitative phenomeno-
logical research design was utilized to assess the coaching style preferences of these
athletes.
Identification and Description of the Target Population
Athletes
Athletes were pulposely selected as discussed by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Three
athletes from two teams (g = 6) were purposivety selected and then asked to participate in
the study. Athletes were informed of the nature and purpose of the study, the format of
the interview, and agreed to sign an informed consent (see Appendix A). Each had to
fulfill the following criteria in order to have participated. One, each must have been in the
starting lineup lrl.50% ofthe games during the 1997 college soccer season. Two, each
must have participated in at least 50% of the minutes of those games in the startrng lineup.
These criteria were established as measures of ability for those athletes who made
significant contributions to their teams in terms of playing time. These athletes were more
involved with the coach on a daily basis than a non-starter and could provide more
detailed ffirmation during the interview sessions. These criteria also attempted to
remove any biases non-starters may have possessed towards their coaches. For exarnple,
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it is possible for athletes to possess a negative attitude and feel dissatisfied with their
coaches due to lack of participation in competition. This, in turrU may cause responses
during the interview to be inherently biased.
Each athlete was interviewed one time following the 1997 college season in
January of 1998. The series of questions in the interview was designed to assess the
athletes' unique perspectives on soccer coaching style preferences. The content and the
order of the questions follow the interview guide as outlined in Appendix B.
Coaches
In an attempt to triangulate and strengthen the data through multiple inforrnants,
two coaches were purposively selected (t= 2), each from a Division Itr institution Both
coaches were informed as to the nature and purpose of the study, the format ofthe
interview, and were asked to sign an informed consent fonn (see Appendix C). Both
coaches had to fulfill the following criteria in order to participate. One, each coach had to
have been the head coach ofthe respective soccer program Two, each coach had to have
been the head coach of the soccer progrilm for at least 5 years. These criteria were set up
to investigate coaches who had an established tenure as the leader of their soccer
programs. It was believed that these coaches developed and implemented consistent
coaching styles due mainly to their tenure as head coach, as a result, a more accurate
assessment of coaching styles could be investigated. The content and the order of the
questions followed the interview guide that is outlined in Appendix D.
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Soccer Programs
Each soccer program was also purposively selected as discussed by Lincoln and
Guba (1985). Both programs had to fulfill the following in order to participate. One,
each program had to have a winning percentage greater than50%. Two, each program
had to maintain this percentage for five years prior to data collection. This study
investigated the coaching slyle preferences of atlletes involved in successful soccer
prograrns.
Measurement Techniques
An in-depttr, semi-strucflred interview was used for data collection The
interviews of the soccer athletes and coaches were carried out in January of 1998. While
the interview process is gaining popularity in the field of sport psychology, including the
study of flow (Jackson, lgg7/),coaching knowledge (Cote, Satnela, & Russell, 1995), and
injtry (Shelley, 1998), it has not been used in the study of coaching style preferences for
Northeastern, Division III, male, soccer athletes.
Description of Data Collection
Subjects were instructed as to the importance of their participation in the study,
implying that they were the primary source of information on this topic. They were
informed that the researcher would be seeking their informed opinions on the topic and
what their personal experiences had been. Prior to signing the informed consent fornu
issues of anonymity, confidentiality, and potential risks and benefits were verbally
discussed with each participant, including the necessity of tape recording and note taking
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during interviews.
Following each interview, the interviewer attempted to identiS and remove any
biases regarding the particular phenomena under investigation in order to capture the
empirical reality of the information collected @atton, 1990). This is called bracketing and
is used in order to portray the realities of the phenomena as described by the participants
as accurately as possible. To successfully bracket the information under investigatiorU the
researcher adhered to the following four steps according to Patton (1990):
1. Located within the personal experience, key phrases or statements that speak
directly to the phenomena in question.
2. Interpreted the meaning of these phrases as an informed reader.
3. Obtained the subject's interpretations of these phrases.
4. Inspected these meanings for what they reveal about the essential and recurring
features of the phenomena
The interviewing ofthe athletes and coaches took place in private rooms in
buildings at each respective school's campus. The content of the interviews was tape-
recorded. Following each sessiorU the tape-recorded information was transcribed and
examined to detect any errors or omissions that occurred during the trarscription process.
The primary researcher transcribed all the data and conducted all of the interviews based
on the interview guide that is outlined below.
Interview Guide
Patton (1990) descnlbed an interview guide as a list of questions or issues that are
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to be explored during an interview. The interview guide provides the framework within
which an interviewer could develop, sequence, and make decisions about which
information would be pursued in greater depth. The guide helps to make interviewing
across a ntrnber of people more systematic and comprehensive by constructing in advance
the subject areas to be explored.
While the interview guide provided focus for each particular subject, it also
allowed for individual perspectives and experiences to emerge @atton, 1990). The
interviewer was free to build a conversation within a particular subject area and able to ask
questions that would help illuminate that area In fact, the interviewer decided the exact
wording ofthe questions during the course of the interview and, as a result, the interview
remained conversational and situational in nature.
The interview guides also acted as means to enhance dependability (i.e., reliability)
and later helped in comparing qualitative data during the analysis process @ernard, 1988).
The interview guides for the athletes and the coaches (see Appendices B and D,
respectively) with similar questions (i.e., similar wording of questions) presented to each
subject, were used to ensure that basically the same information was being obtained from
the athletes and the coaches. Such an approach allowed for the control of the interview
process while allowing the interviewer the freedom to probe into each participant's unique
perspectives on coaching styles.
The questions that made up the interview guides were derived fiom a combination
of the following sources:
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l. The researchers experience resulting from 7 years of participation as a soccer
player and coach at the Division III college level.
2. Faculty consultations with Dr. Greg Shelley who has expertise with qualitative
methodologies and the development of interview guides and"
3. Review of the existrng literature.
Observations
To firther triangulate the data and strengthen the study, multiple methods of data
collection (i.e., researcher observations) were combined withthe multiple ffirmants (i.e.,
athlete, coactr, and interviews). As suggested by Locke (1989), an observational log was
maintained. An observational log was kept throughout the entire course ofthe data
collection period. This log contained the researcher's personal observations and
conversations related to the study from watching practices and games and conversations
with the attrletes and coaches. Similar to the evolving nature of qualitative research, the
information contained in this log was used to further focus on the research question
Lincoln and Guba (1985) referred to this daily, weekly, and monthly conversing and
observing as prolonged field engagement or persistent observation.
Rationale for Selection
A phenomenological qualitative desrgn was selected because it is designed to
directly assess the *lived experiences" of the participant. Phenomenology primarily
focuses on descriptions of whai people experience and how it is that they experience what
they experience. It probes into what people perceive their experience to be and what this
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means to thern At the same time, phenomenology does not ignore the objective
conditions of the environment. Therefore, the subjective experience includes both the
person's own reality and the objectivity of the situation (Patton, 1990).
A phenomenological qualitative design has the potential to reveal most fully what
the coaching style preferences were of college soccer athletes and the cognitive and
emotional reasoning for having and wanting these preferences. Such a design also
promoted moving away from the stereotypical mold of quantitative science. Instead, the
researcher attempted to obtain and provide data that more holistically described the
subject of soccer coaching styles. Because phenomenology is designed to study how
people verbally describe their experiences or, in this case, soccer athletes' preferences for
coaching styles, it was believed that new insight into college soccer coaching styles would
be discovered. More specffically, a better understanding of college soccer athletes'
preferences for coaching styles would be gained. Therefore, a phenomenological desigg
by way of a semi-structured interview format, was implemented to assess the coaching
style preferences of soccer players.
At the heart of such an inquiry was the idea that people have differrrg views,
values, and perspectives based on their ditrering background, culture, and individual
situations (Leonard, 1989). Phenomenology is concerned with the study of particular
phenomena as well as the personal meanings associated with those phenomena. It also
ercmines how people describe things and experience them through their senses (Pattorl
1990). Therefore, to describe ttre coaching style preferences of college soccer players,
one must study the unique perspectives of the attrletes in their respective sporting
environments.
Data Analysis
,The athletes' descriptions of their coaching style preferences and the coaches'
descriptions of their particular coaching style were analyzed according to Shelley (1998).
These data included a total of eight interviews, six athletes and two coaches. To facilitate
the analyzing of data, the collected information from the interviews was coded. Coding
allowed for the organization ofthe data before the processing ofthe data. Lincoln and
Guba (1985) referred to coding as unitizing by which raw data are aggregated into units.
These units can be represented by an abbreviation, number, or symbol. Numbers were
used as codes that applied to a segment of words or paragraphs. After the coding of
different sentences and paragraphs, analysis took the form of categorizing significant
statements, formulating 6ganings, and finally, clustering lower order and higher order
themes. There were no a priori variables or theories, rather such concepts were expected
to emerge via the analysis (Lincoln & Gubq 1985). For each data set (i.e., each
interview), the following procedural analyses were conducted:
l. All athletes' oral descriptions were transcribed from the tape recorded data and
synthesized with notes taken during the interview.
2. The researcher got a general sense of the material beirg explained and
discussed by reading each data set several times.
3. From each transcript, significant statements and phrases that directly pertained
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to coaching styles and the overall research question were extracted. These significant
statements and phrases were pulled from the raw data to be later "cut and pasted" into
meaning units.
4. Meanings were then drafted from these statements and phrases with respect to
coaching style preferences. Similar to what Glasser and Strauss (1967) defined as the
constant comparative method, data were categorized into meaning units.
5. These formulated meanings then were combined into clusters of lower-order
themes. The emergent lower-order theme categories were based on initial "hunches" after
having read through the numerous and varied meaning units. By using the constant
comparative method, each meaning unit was systematically applied to a lower-order
theme, developing additional themes for those meaning units that did not fit into any
preexising lower order theme. These lower-order themes served as the basis for the final
analytical steps.
6. Lower-order themes were compared and developed into higher-order themes.
The higher-order themes then became the descriptors of the combined lower-order
themes.
7. The emergent higher-order themes were then compared across participants
(i.e., athletes and coaches) in order to examine any emerging corlmon themes. By
comparing the higher-order themes across each of the six athletes, corlmon themes were
reported for all the athletes. To obtain a better understanding of coaching style
preferences, the comparison ofthe higher-order themes ofthe two coaches also generated
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separate co[lmon thernes.
Critical to the success of any phenomenological design is the bringing together of
the pieces that have emerged through the data collection, management, and analysis
protocols. Patton (1990) depicted this collaboration and description of information as
creative synthesis. The overall strength of a phenomenological design depends upon the
amount of time spent forming questions, conducting the interviews, and properly
arrilyzing and presenting the results of the study. This is termed rigor and indicates
commitment to the established rules for conducting inquiry (Guba & Lincohu 1994).
Objectivity ultimately determines the success of a phenomenological-qualitative study.
Because qualitative irqrrry involves the analysis of words rather than numeric data, all
information must be well organized, properly managed, and interpreted. With this in
mind, the actual words ofthe participants were used as much as possible.
Before the process of data collection, management, and analysis begaq the
researcher had to discern between having a sufficient understanding of the phenomena
under study and remaining open to the unique perspectives of the athletes and coaches.
This was necessary when meaning was given to the significant statements and themes were
developed from meaning units. At this critical point, it was important that the researcher
understood and bracketed any biases, rather than attaching personal meanings to the
emerging experiences. Although, it is not completely possible to accomplistr, the
researcher affempted to set aside any possible preconceived notions by working through
the previously mentioned steps to avoid any potential researcher biases and through the
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aid of "study auditor." Dr. Greg Shelley played the important role of the "study auditor,"
by assisting the researcher in exarnining and becoming aware of any probable inherent or
self-created biases about soccer coaching styles.
Additionally, the researcher was able to build trusting relationships and develop a
meaningful rapport with the attrletes and coaches because the position of the researcher
and the amount of time spent with the athletes and coaches. With greater trust and
rapport with the athletes and coaches, the more comfortable and willing the athletes and
coaches were with explicitly describing and sharing information. The increased comfort
and willingness to communicate, in turrL ensured more reliable and valid (i.e., credible)
data.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
This study was designed to investigate the following research question: What are
the coaching style preferences of male soccer athletes on Upstate New York, Division III,
college teams and their reasons for having these preferences? Raw data from eight in-
deptlU semi-structured interviews with six athletes and two coaches were analyzed.
Inductive content analysis of the eight interviews produced 543 meaning units that were
then synthesized into 85 lower-order themes. The lower-order themes were then
integrated into 53 higher-order themes.
Separate higher-order themes for each of the six athletes (participants 1-6) and their
coaches (participants7 & 8) are presented in Appendices E, F, G, H, I, J, K L,
respectively. The number of higher-order themes totaled seven for participant l, six for
participant 2, seven for participant 3, seven for participatt 4, seven for participant 5, six for
participant 6, six for participant 7, and seven for participant 8.
Common Themes
The six athletes' higher-order themes were compared and contrasted. Though
each athlete was unique in his preferences for and responses to particular coaching styles,
there were similarities between the athletes' responses that supplied insight into some
common preferences. Six common themes (i.e., preferences) emerged from this across
subject examinatiou Each of the coaches' higher order themes were also compared and
contrasted. While each coach was unique in his preferences and reasoning for employing
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particular coaching styles, there were some similarities between the coaches' responses.
Four common themes (i.e., coaching styles) emerged from this examination which helped
supply insight into answering the research question.
The following six common themes from the attrletes (see also Appendix M) and
the following four common themes fromthe coaches (see also Appendix N) are the
foundations that answer the overall research question. What are the coaching style
preferences ofNortheastern, Division III, male, soccer athletes and the reasons for having
these preferences?
Common Athlete Themes
l. They want their coach to be enthusiastic and knowledgeable about soccer and
able to effectively communicate his knowledge of soccer to thern As a result, they will
improve their game, respect their coactU listen to hirq and try harder for hinr
2. They want their coach to have a positive relationship with them by showing
that he is approachable to discuss any iszue facing them on or offthe field and be able to
communicate to themthat he cares about them as individuals and athletes. As a result,
they will feel like they are part of the team and want to play to the best oftheir abilities.
3. They want a democratic coach who is open to and encourages input from his
athletes about practice methods, player personnel tactics and game strategies. As a result,
they will feel like they are part of the team and they will play as best as they can play.
4. They want their coach to be authoritative and take control of the team at times
for motivational purpobes: to provide intensity, direction, and focus for thern
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5. They want their coach to choose only the appropriate times to yell at them
during practice so they will be motivated to play up to their potentials. But, during a
game, they want the coach to remain calm and not constantly yell at them for mistakes.
Gane yelting results in their trying to ignore the coach.
6. Because they participate in soccer to have fun, they want their coach to make
playrng soccer a fun experience by using positive reinforcement, incorporating play into
practice, and allowing them to joke around at times.
Each of the aforementioned common preferences by the athletes is presented and
discussed below. Verbatim r€sponses by the athletes are presented in support of each
cofirmontheme.
Theme #1
They want their coach to be enthusiastic and lonwledgeable about soccer and
able to effectively communicate his lorcwledge of soccer to them. As a result, they will
improve their game, respect their coach, listen to him, and try harderfor him.
In discussing his response to what type of characteristics or things that he looks for
in a soccer coacb, participant I made the fo[owiqg statement:
I like a coach who has a lot of knowledge about the sport of soccer. He can
teach me things about the game that I didn't have any knowledge of before...
I think hegains the respect of player's respect by demonstratirg a tactical know-
ledge of the game... at least it does, you know, for me. Usually he knows a
lot about the game because he played when he was younger and watched a lot
ofgood soccer.
Later, the same athlete expressed similar sentiments about his current coach: * (My coach)
has been really good for me for a lot a reasons. He knows a lot about the garne of
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soccer... taught me a lot and also given to me..."
In a similar fashiorU participant 2rtate the following statement about what
characteristics he looks for in a coach:
Someone who really knows thegame... Someone who can articulate themselves
real well... Let's say your playing the garne and in the first half nothing is going
right and they can say...take in the team in at halftime and say this is what we
have to do and when you go out in the second half it really comes together, then
you learn to respect this coach. Okay this guy really knows what he is talking
about, like someone who can really turn the game around at halftime...that comes
from articulating themselves well and if they articulate themselves well then what
they want to say comes across clearly and then the team goes out and does that
and it works... I respect the coach for his knowledge...you want to listen and
try to do what fos'5 fslling you to do because you respect him as a coach.
When participant 3 was also asked what characteristics that he looked for in a
soccer coactr, he said the following. "The first thing I look for in a coach in any sport is, of
course, a knowledge of the game... that they have played the game and that they have had
the experiences that we are having at the time... Someone that the athletes look up to and
that they recognize their talents. Then they will listen to what the coach has [s say."
Participant 3 later stated the following about his current coach's knowledge of the game:
The good thinst about coach are I think he has a really good understanding
of the game...a really good tactical understandlng. He picks out little things
in other teams especially ingames that I would never ever see. He seems to
have like a photographic memory of every play of every game. He can recall
it for you and then give advise to the team or an individual player based on
what he saw and things that you just go by unnoticed by me... his tactics are
excellent. He knows the game really well.
The same athlete later stated the following in regards to his current coach's enthusiasm for
the game:
He wants us to succeed, he does whatever he can to help us zucceed and I think
that's really important.. He's out there giving up time and he's got two kids and
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a family and he's out there putting as much time as we are. Plus, you don't get
the feeling he's doing it for money. He's doing it becarrse heloves the team and
he wants us to win. That comes through too and tlrat's a good thing about him.
Participant 6 expressed his desire for an enthusiastic and knowledgeable coach
when he stated the following about his current coach's enthusiasm:
He's enthusiastic about coaching. Somebody, you know, that's really
excited about what he is doing. He's totally dedicated to it and that's
obvious by the way he is. He's always into it. He knows the game. He
ihows that he is totally dedicated and that jus makes it easier to dedicate
yourself knowing that you ile playurg for someone that has the same passion
that you do.
Participant 4, also when talking about his current college soccer coach, expressed
that when the coach earns the respect of his athletes, they will listen to what their coach
will say:
You almost have to respect the coaching style. You may not agree with it and
you might not necessarily like it, but you have to respect it because you ure
winning... it's working. You're not going to like everything and some things
are going to piss you ofl but even if you hate him sometimes, the respect is
still there on a levef then you are still going to listen to what he has to say.
Participant 5 said the following about what happens when the coach earns the respect of
his athletes by demonstrating his knowledge for the game:
I want to go home from practice and say I learned this or I learned that
and I got something out of it and I pushed myself Then when we get into
the game, especially soccer, you know, I want to be able to play. I want to
take what I learned in practice and I want him to know that. He has to know
that when it is garne time, this is my turn to show what I've learned from hirn
This is going to be how I arn going to express myself from hirn I'm going to
take what he's taught me and I'm going to give it back to him and show him
that this is what I've learned and this is how he's repaid....me showing him
what I've leamed. Its like in a class, you take an exam and you go out and
you study everything that he has taught you and then you take the test.
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Theme #2
They want their coach to have a positive relationship with them by showing that he
is approachable to discuss any issue facing them on or offthe field and be able to
communicate to them that he cares about them as individuals and athletes. As a result,
they will feel like they are part ofthe team and want to play to the best of their abilities.
Participant 1 expressed the importance of having a good relationship with the
coach fromthe following statement:
I want a coach that I can look up to... I mean somebody that I can talk to or
whatever before and after the game. Almost a father figure, kind of a guy.
Your teachers here really don't do much beyond the classroom and I don't
get that. I guess they are really busy. But, with a coactr, I seem to want to
play harder for a guy who I think cares about me more than just a soccer
player. He knows how I am other than just a socc€r player.
Later the same athlete said the following about how his current coach demonstrates that
he cares for him beyond the playing field:
I think he cares about me more than just a soccer player. .. he always
asks about my girlfriend, school, that kind of stuff. I've never had
that many coaches who have seemed to care about me like that. I
have him to thank for getting back into playing and him to thank for
getting up to the level that I'm at right now... We may talk about
games or players, but we also talk about a lot of other stuffthan
soccer. I went over to his house and have hung out with his wife
and two kids too. I guess that he really makes me feel like he cares
about me. This motivates me to try my best for hirn
As a result of having a positive relationship with his coach, he later made the following
comment:
In a sense, he's allowed me to blossom into a better soccer player. It's been
a really good experience for me. Because of this I think that I have really
improved and feel like I arn an irryortant part of the tearn I'm glad to give
back to what Mike has done for me... like in the fonn of hard work, effort,
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and then all-conference awards and team success.
When participant 3 also expressed that he wanted a coach that he could have a
positive relatiorship with as he stated:
Another thing I look for is a good rapport with the athletes that they are
coaching...Someone who has... seems to be approachable. Someone who...
if a player feels like they are having a problenr, you know on the field or
offthe field, either way, they can approach the coach and talk to him about
it and get some kind of a reaction as to how to improve the problem or what
their outlook is on the player's talent or work level or ethic or anything like
that and prospects for the future.
The same athlete later made the following statement about his relationship with his coach:
I feel like that he is approachable like offthe field. Another good thing about
coach he seems to have good grasp what goes on outside the field and like our
social life. It makes me feel like we have a good coach. He remembers little
details about on the field and offthe field, respects you as a college student and
as an athlete... It's nice to see that your important to your coach as person too.
... I want to do my best for coach because he cares about me.
However, the same athlete later talked more about a lack of comnunication by his coach
with other athletes on his team:
One of the negatives about him or part of this style he has then is that he
lacked a little bit of communication...not communication so much, but kind
of a relationship with some of the guys. Some guys, like they bring it up...
say stufflike coach doesn't talk to me...I don't think he gives a shit about me.
He doesn't really have relationship with some guys...with some guys he
seems to have open communication with- Certainly the captains...he has good
communicationwith some people and not so open with other people. I mean
it's not a negative to me because it doesn't happen... So I think that I mean
an ultimate coach would have a good relationship with all people and maybe
a better relationship with say like some captains.
Participant 5 also stated that he did not feel his current coach approached him when there
existed a problem:
I was having problems I didn't feel like he was coming to me and trying
to say what's wrong. Why aren't you playing up to your standards?
Instead I had to go to hirn I see that as kind of as a negative. And even
throughout the whole year, there wasn't much follow-up. He knew that
I was struggling to get back into the swing of things. It would have been
nice a couple oftimes if he said come on in and talk to me and said you
know you are doing this better, but you still need to work on this. He's
approachable, but he doesn't approach you. That's the difference.
Participant 6 also expressed his desire for his soccer coach to possess the skills
necessary to develop a good relationship with his athletes from the following statement: "I
think an important thing a coach needs is communication skills. One that can relate to his
players and isn't just like a coaclq you know. He can talk to the guys and kind of hang
out once in a while so it's not strictly a coach player relationship."
Theme #3
They want a democratic coach who is open to and encourages inputfrom his
athletes about practice methods, player personnel, tactics and game strategies. As a
result, they willfeel like they are part of the team and they will play as best as they can
play-
Participant I said the following about his coactr, "I'm not the kind of person who
responds well to a coach who constantly orders people around...There is no way that I
could play football, for exarnple. You are told to do everything. So I would never survive
as a player if this were the case."
Participant 2 said the following about how his current coach's style of coaching
differs from his most preferred style of coaching: "Sometimes it's hard to talk to him
about other points of view. Sometimes ifyou say like, I don't see the point of this drill or
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why don't we try it this way. You can get a real negative response... You could tell that
he was not really down on someone else's point of view."
Participant 3 talked about why he wants to participate in decisions with his coach
about different aspects ofthe tearn:
I like a coach who has a style that is more personable with the players than
as a dictator...someone as a coach who is working with the teaur, instead of
for the team... looking for input from his players to improve the way we are
playrng. It is after all the players who are playing the game... that seems to
me it would be bring more success because everyone on the team feels like
they are part of the tearn If they feel like they are part of the teanr, they are
probably going to give agreat deal of effort.
Participant 4 also talked about the importance for his coach to look for and
encourage inpw from his athletes when he said the following:
They got to be able to talk with the players all of the time and be open to
new ideas and be wi[ing to listen to the players. I don't want someone who
is going up there and be like do this and do that and just be like you know a
drill sergeant. I don't want that. I want input from all the players and the
coach and the coach is kind of like the cornerstone there. He's the leader
overall and he rnakes the final decisions, but he is almost like... he should
be like aptrt ofthe tearn Yealn, you look to him as your coachbut its more
input from everyone and he jus kind of putting it altogether sort of....I think
they should talk to everyone involved, involve everyone.
Participant 4 said the following about authoritative coaches, 'I had coaches in the past
that have just been totalitarian or whatever you want to call it and it didn't work well."
Later when participant 4 was asked why he felt that he did not want this type of
behavior from his coach, he said the following:
I'm not a big person on taking orders, like I have no problem taking orders
you know in a job, people telling me what to do and stufflike that. But I
rather, instead of like someone just saying, you play here, you do this and
that's that. I rather have someone say, "Here's the way I think things should
work, how do you feel about it? ...that's kind of what I like because it makes
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you feel like you are part of the team... You want to incorporate your own
views on things into it and still be able to work with what your coach wants
you to do.
Participant 6 also talked about wanting his coach to be open to input from his
athletes from the following statement: *...I also think it's important that he can relate to
his players and listen to what they have to say because they are the ones out there playing
and if they see something, feel something that is going on and they can switch it and he is
open to those ideas..." Later,the same attrlete when asked why he wants to have a coach
who is democratic said the following: "...because if you have a coach who is always
. telling you what to do that can cause players to dislike him quite easily...that could turn
offthe team and creates an overall bad feeling between the coach and the players."
Theme #4
They want their coach to be authoritative and takc control of the team at times for
motiyational purposes: to provide intensity, direction, andfocusfor them.
Participant I said the following in regards to his coach needing to have authority
over his players, "He needs to have some rules, too...I mean there has to be some kind of
authority so that everyone on the tearn is on the same page... I mean there are times when
the coach needs to order people around but only when it is necessary."
Participant 3 also e4pressed the need for his coach to show who is in charge at
times fromthe following statement:
I want a coach who demands that you put the work in Sometimes you have
to do stuffthat you don't want to do. I mea4 nobody likes to run sprints.
But, if you have a coach that doesn't make you run sprints, then you are not
going to win... You need somebody that's on you and wants you to keep going.
Somebody who is going to get on your ass and make you run harder and make
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you play harder. You need someone who is somewhat of a hard-ass at
certain times...who has a suggestion and puts it out on the team and make
them abide by that.
Participant 4 said the following in regards to his coach being authoritative, "The
coach is the one in charge. He's leading, he's calling the shots." Later, the same athlete,
went into detail for the reason why he wants his coach to be in control of the team:
I think he needs to be in charge too. We still need to look up to him and
you got to respect him" As a coach he has to have the respect from his
players. ...If you are screwing around or messing around, he can lay down
the law and then you know we will still respect him and listen to him and
be like come on lets get together and do what we have to do here and get it
done. So I definitely want him to be in control, not like just go play and
do nothing. I think some people.... If you have 18 players and the coach
can do that and coach can be like, "Go practice." Well that's all right...
I think people need that sometimes, a kick in the ass. I think he has to take
control and earn the respect ofhis players.
Participant 5 when talking about his current coach said the following about discipline:
He's definitely the type of coach that is high on discipline... don't lose
your ball... don't lose your water bottle. IMbke sure you have everything
all of the time. Everyone get on the line and let's do some Brazilias... let's
try to keep the line straight... let's try to keep some order... stay five yards
behind the guy leading. That's important in soccer. You need discipline,
you have to have discipline. It's a game of discipline.
Participant 6 summed up the need for his coach to possess the authority in order to
provide direction for the team and be open to his athlete's ideas from the following
statement:
When we as a team have to work on something in order to get better, I want
the coach to have the authority to make sure we practice that thing. When
he wants something done he has the authority to do it...I like a coach
who can lay it on the line, when it's time to do that. I would say from ex-
perience that's what I've grown to like.
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Later,the same attrlete said, "You put a lot oftime and dedication into (soccer), you need
someone to say, 'Alright, this is what we have to do, it's a big game and this is what we
are going to do."'
When talking about his current coactl Participant 6 made the following statement:
I think he is authoritative in a way, but kind of quietly like he really doesn't
say very much. He'd go to practice you know what you have to do from the
start. He'll get you going and ifyour not hustling, he'll let you know which
is good. It motivates you. I think in practice, he is good with his coaching
ways, letting people know what they are doirg, what their doing wrong in drills.
He gets you doing things the way he wants them done. To play our style, he has
drills to get players to do what he wants in games.
Theme #5
They want their coach to choose only the appropriate times to yell at them during
practice so they will be motivated to play up to their potentials. But, during o goma they
want the coach to remain calm and not constantly yell at themfor mistalces. Game
yelling results in their trying to ignore the coach.
Participant 1 when asked if there was any time for a coach to yell at his athletes, he
made the following comment:
During a game, there is not much a coach can really do other than sit back
and watch the action Sure, he needs to make substitutions at the right times
and perhaps adjust the style of the game that his team is playrng...he can't
do much else. It's during practice when the coach has to make sure the team
is working on the right stuffto prepare the team for a match. That's when the
coach has to do his yelling and other things to get everyone ready.
When participant 2 was asked what type of coach he looks for during practice, he
said the following: "...Obviously, if you are messing up, to get on your case a liule bit. If
he has got to yell, then he's got to yell." When the same athlete was asked when are the
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times for his coach to yell during practice, he said the following: "If you can tell that it's
real sloppy play and the attitude isn't there, then he's got to yell, especially if it is a team
wide thing."
Participant 3 said the following about what kind of coach he wants during practice:
I personally take that responsibility to push myself, but a lot of times I will
look around and see guys that aren't working and I'll wonder why isn't the
coach salng something, to say [ike, "Get going! Your teamrnates are counting
on you, why don't you play?' It's good to hear them say that because you want
to say it inside, but you don't want to get everybody pissed offat you.
Participant 5 also sai{ 'During practice,I like a guy who is gorng to yell at us and
tell us what to do. He's going to coach us, he's going to teach us and I want to get
something out of it."
Participant 6 expressed similar sentiments when he said, "...stopping practices
when people aren't into it one hundred percent...Say your gorng half-assed in practice,
you want the coach to stop and yell, 'Hey, (X) get your ass in gear!"'
Participant 1 when asked what he looks for in a soccer coach while playing a
game, he said:
Well, I don't like a coach who is going to yell at me when I'm playing
in a game. It will only take me offmy game. He'll end up distracting me
more than really helping me. I need the space to do what I need to do...
If a coach yells at me a lot,I will just tune that person out." ... Players are
always going to make mistakes. Soccer is a dfficult sport in terms of skill
obviously because you play with your feet and not your hands. This difficulty
allows room for many possible technical errors. So it is not going to do a
coach any good who yells at his players for making mistakes. Instead, the
coach should point out ifyour are not playing according to the team's strategies
or game tactics.
Participant 2 when asked why he does not want his coach to yell at him during a
game, said the following:
If someone who's yelling all the time, it's not going to register. So I hate
playurg for coaches who are yelling all the time...Their constantly yelling
at you it's such a distraction and you're more worried about what their
thinking when you have the ball. If you arc running down the sidelines
and all the coach doing is yelling at you to cross the ball, you're worried
about what he is sayrng than what you see... I don't like a coach who gets
on his players. I mean, I think a good coaclr, if you messed up, knows you
know you messed up. You know the coach isn't happy with you."
When participant 3 was asked what kind of style he likes his coach to possess
during gilmes he said the following:
I think a calm coach because he will usually get more accomplished than
someone who flies offthe handle a lot. Someone who is calm seems to be
more poised and in control of themselves...Someone who goes and is yelling
and screaming ...will a lot of times have a group of players that form against
the coactr, instead of forming with the coach. I had a coach who was very
demanding, screamed a lot...stufflike that. That coach didn't get respect
from anybody.
Participant 6 e4pressed the need for his coach to be the following during a game:
A coach who is very vocal, but talking to his players, instead ofyelling at
them all of the time. Why did you do this? Why did you do that? They
don't have to yell, but try to communicate with them what to do next time
to let them know what they did wrong... I think that when a player makes
a mistake, ninety percent of the time he's going to rcalizn...I don't think
yelling at him will help.
Theme #6
Because they porticipate in soccer to have fun, they want their coach to make
plrying soccer afun experience by using positive reinforcement, incorporating play into
practice, and allowing them to joke around at times.
Participant I directly stated the following about enjoying himself when playlrg
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soccer: "I feel good about myself when my coach notices that I did something real well.
He always corrpliments me on the good things that I do onthe field... I play my best
when I'm enjoying myself." Participant 2 said the following when talking about having
fun during practice:
As fff as playing styles I guess or practicing. Someone who incorporates
the game into practice is very nice, rather than just dorng drill after drill
which is supposed to be game like, but really isn't, you know? It makes
the practices more enjoyable and also makes them more beneficial.
Someone who can also sit back and be like every once in a while maybe
have a fun practice or like after a tough game, you lost, it was real emotional.
Maybe next day messing around at practice or relaxing or maybe having
the day offor something like that.
Later, the same athlete, talked about how it is possible to be focused and having fun at the
sarne time: "I'm serious and like really focus when we're dorng something ftur. You
know we're playing the ganre were not doing just repetitive drills the whole time, we're
playing eight on eight sometimes, four on four. That can be serious enough so you're not
joking around and have fun"
Participant 3 also made the following statement when talking about having his
coach making training enjoyable:
...That's another thing that I like in a coaching style... a kind of a game plan
or practice plan that allows you to have fun And fun doesn't mean screwing
around. We played tag garnes and stufflike that and that's fun. That's like
fun and that's good sometimes to b,reak up the monotony. But fun playing
a game, a little competition, keeping score, that's frrn rather than just saying
all right let's just play. Ah, Iike that gilme we play. I forget the narne of it.
There's like three or four teams and the loser has to run while the other team
plays. .. it's just something that rnakes the play (more) fun
Participant 4 also provided the following about practice and fun:
Personally, I just like to play. I know that you have to do drills and stuffand
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I feel everything you need to do drill-wise can be incorporated into some
type of playing, then your getting the running you need in. It's game fitness.
Your getting everything you need to do in it. If he wants to work on touch,
play one touch. If you want work on passing, say you get seven passes and
then a goal. There are so mmy different games that you can play. I think
everybody enjoys it a lot more and their not thinking about were doing this
stupid drill on crossing. They're just playing...
Similarly, participant 6 said the following about what he wants from a coach as far as firn
is concerned:
Also I'm looking for a guy, at times you got to have fun You got, you know,
there are times for seriousness, but at the sarne time there are times you got to
relax and everyone got to crowd around and you just got to have pure fun.
If it means spendrng 2 hours telling jokes the whole time instead of going out
and training... you know there are times for that and you need a guy with a
personality who will say fuck that, let's just have fun... It's important to have
a guy who will let you joke around...
Participant 6 also said the following about the need for soccer to be fun, "...for me it has
to be fun If it's not fun then I am probably out there (on the field) doing a half-assed job,
not really caring. If it is fun players probably give 100% and your going to win more and
that will make it more fun"
Later, when ttre same athlete was asked what should be done to make playing
soccer fun for hirn, he said the following about practice: "I would prefer my coach to
make practice somewhat enjoyable and fun for me by giving his players positive feedback
when they do something right."
Common Coach Themes
1. The coach should be able to effectively teach and communicate his knowledge
of soccer to his athletes because the athletes will listen to and respect the coach.
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2. The coach should develop a good relationship with each of his athletes through
an open-line of communication based on care about issues on and offthe field.
3. Due to the nature of the sport and the athlete, the coach should allow his
athletes the freedom to make decisions offthe field and when playing in games.
4. The coach should treat each attrlete with equal fairness, but differently because
each athlete is different.
Verbatim responses by the coaches are presented in support of each corlmon
theme.
Theme #l
The coach should be able to effectively teach and communicate his knowledge of
soccer to his athletes because the athletes will listen to and respect the coach.
Participant 7 said the following when asked what is the most important role for
him as a coach, "I would say that my most important role is to teach my athletes about the
sport of soccer. This is why I arn ultimately here. .. to teach them about soccer. I
consider myself to be a teacher as a coach- I think I am a master-teacher who is involved
with ptayers at a very intense level. So I try to teach them as much as I can about the
game."
Later, when the sarne coach was asked how the thought his athletes perceived his
style of coaching, he said the following, "They would see me as a tactitioner. I think that
they feel that I know the game and that I can teach them things about the garne and that,
you know, I can make good decisions about adjustments to make in different situations. I
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think they recognize this and as a result listen to what I say about the sport."
Participant 8 also expressed the need for a coach to have good knowledge of the
sport from the following:
I like to think of myself as a teacher who is a coach. I'm trying to teach my
players things about the game that I know from experience. A lot of my players
are already pretty sawy about soccer. Overall, soccer players in the U.S. have
improved their knowledge ofthe game. But I still have to communicate to them
my knowledge and try new things tactically. If my athletes can see that what they
are doing is making them better, then they will respect what I say more and try
what I ask them to do.
Theme #2
The coach should develop a good relationship with each of his athletes through
an openJine of communication based on care about l'sszes on and off the field.
Participant 8 said the following about why he thinks it is important to develop
quality relationships with his athletes:
I try to let the players know that I care about thern I care about their feelings
and that I care about whether they got shafted because they are not playing
or that I care about them as people and their family if something is going on
or their girlfriend there's something going on or if they get hurt you know
I make sure that they know because the important part about that is they are
away from home and something you and me would take for granted being
away from home, they are college students and it's their first time away from
home and you are not quite as self-assured and self-confident and you know
you miss your parents so I think they need that. They will then listen to what
I've got to say and will try hard for me because they think I care about them.
Later, the same coach said the following about making the importance of making a good
connection with his athletes:
….one ofthe things you dways hear hm other kidsthat are at other schoob
or at whatever level.¨ they do not like when there is a lack OfcoIIlmllmCation...
They don't know why they are not playing or they don't know why the coach
does certam things..So yeaL I think thatヽcrittal that thereヽa bt oftalk
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that the door is always open for them to come. Our players come in all the time,
just about every guy on the team... just waltzes in unannounced wants to
talk, sometime its more forrnal that others, sometimes it's more sad or
upset than others... a lot oftimes they come in for no reason.
Participant 7 also said the following about why he is constantly trying to improve
his connections with his athletes:
I'm in the process of working in trying to improve or to get better at
making the athlete-coach connection. We're working on some different
things with me and some different things with the players in trying to make
that line of communication more open and ultimately if we can open that line
of communication, I will be able to take the players to a higher level. I feel
pretty confident about the soccer side of things, but that psychological part
is always extremely difficult.
Theme #3
Due to the nature of the sport and the athlete, the coach should allow his athletes
the freedom to make decisions off the field and when ploying in games.
When Participant 7 was asked to describe his style of coaching, he said the
following:
Well I think in soccer, soccer is a player's game as opposed to basketball
for example which I think is more of a coach dominated sport, soccer is a
player's game. There are no time outs. So that's a big factor in how I've
coached, my coaching style. I am not heavily involved verbally in the contest.
I allow the players to control the garne.
Later, the same coactl said, *I go back to the idea of decision-making. I think that's a
huge thing in soccer. I think it's one of the reasons kids like to play soccer. The fact
that's it's a very player-oriented game and they can make the most of the decisions
themselves."
Participant 7 also said the following about the sport of soccer: "You are hurting a
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player's development by not giving them that freedom of choice on the field. Most of the
decisions in soccer are not black and white. Most of the decisions are A, B, C, or D.
Participant 8 said the following about allowing his player's to make choices offthe
field.
I leave them freedom to make choices. I've never told them they can't join
a fraternity for example, but yet I'll point out the negative things that fraternities
have to offer them which those people aren't telling them about... showing up
for practices in the winter time late because you had to stay up late cleaning the
fraternity houses... whatever. And one of our guys wont be able to deal with the
freedom to make his own choices about things like that... like alcohol. I've
never had a drinking policy. I thought it was better if the team and I tell them
that they need to get together and talk about what they are going to do. I think it
builds more character that I as the coach say if you want to stay out drinking all
night, the night before a game, do it... see how you play... go alread. I really think
that you as a person decide on your own what you are gomg to do it builds more
character because you made the decision rather than have some dictator tell them.
Later, the same coach said the following about the freedom on the field: "It is a player's
game, not a coach's game. My players need to figtre out the game on their own. Like of
the field stufl they need to learn about taking responsibility for the choices you make in
life. So if you go forward when you weren't suppose to and get burned, you have to live
with that decision."
Theme #4
The coach should treat each athlete differently, but dffirently because each
athlete is dffirent.
Participant 7 said the following about how he treats his attrletes, but the difficulty
his athletes have in seeing this treatment:
Individually there has to be a difference in how you treat each person. I think
you try to treat everyone equally, but I don't try to treat everyone the same.
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I'm up front with the kids and this is what I tell thern The difficulty the kids
have is seeing dif[erent treatment that's fair, you know it's all how you look
at it. It's a personal thing, you know... Is the coach treating me differently and
unfairly or is he just... are they mature enough to see that he's treating him
differently, but its also fair. You know it's a fine [ine. It's easier to go the
other way, in many ways... this is the way it's going to be, but is it the best
thing for the players? And ultimately probably it's not, it's a bit unrealistic.
That same kid that might have problems with how you are treating someone
at one particular point, when there're the one who gets the different treatment
because of the particular situation and that point say... it wasn't so bad, now
I'm the one who gettlng this treatment and I see why he did that. They have
to be mature enough to see that.
Participant 8 also expressed that he to treats each player differently from the
following statement:
... you have to treat each person individually. While at the same time you
need to have certain guidelines that everybody needs to follow, at the same
time everybody is an individual and each kid who walks throughthat door
and wants to talk, I have a little bit of a different demeanor with each one
of thern
Summary
The resuhs primarily focused on the emergent comnon themes associated with
coaching style preferences held by male soccer athletes at Upstate New York, Division III,
colleges. This study identified these coaching style preferences and the reasoning for
having these preferences. In order to have a better understanding of why these athletes
preferred these coaching styles, this study also identified the coach's use of coaching styles
and the reasoning for employing these various coaching styles. Despite the participant's
unique responses, six common themes from the athletes were identified and presented and
four common themes from the coaches were identified and presented.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
This study explored the following research question: What are the coaching style
preferences of male soccer athletes on Upstate New Yorh DMsion III, college teams and
their reasons for having these preferences? This chapter provides a discussion of the
coaching style preferences as described by male, soccer athletes and their reasons for
having each ofthese preferences. A discussion of the rationale for making use of
particular coaching styles as descnlbed by the coaches is also provided. Conclusions are
drawn and discussed in relation to the outlined research question, the current body of
literature, and the overall realm of coaching styles.
Principal Findings
Three soccer athletes from two teams (n: 6) and their coaches (n = 2) were
interviewed. Each athlete's higher-order themes were compared to every other athlete's
higher-order themes and common themes were identified as previously discussed. The
common themes depicted the soccer coaching style preferences of these athletes and the
reasons for wanting these coaching styles. Six common themes emerged from the
athletes' interviews and data analysis. Similarly, a coach's higher-order themes were
compared to the other coach's higher-order themes and common themes were identified.
These common themes portrayed the type of soccer coaching styles being implemented by
the coaches and shed light onto why their athletes have particular coaching style
preferences. Four coflrmon themes emerged.
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Common Athlete Themes
1. They want their coach to be enthusiastic and knowledgeable about soccer and
able to effectively communicate his knowledge of soccer to thern As a result, they will
irrprove their garne, respect their coactq listen to hirrU and try harder for him.
2. They want their coach to have a positive relationship with them by showing
that he is approachable to discuss arry issue facing them on or offthe field and be able to
communicate to them that he cares about them as individuals and athletes. As a result,
they will feel like they are part of the team and want to play to the best of their abilities.
3. They want a democratic coach who is open to and encourages input from his
athletes about practice methods, player personnel, tactics and game strategies. As a result,
they will feel like they are part of the team and they will play as best as they can play.
4. They want their coach to be authoritative and take control of the team at times
for motivational purposes: to provide intensity, direction, and focus for thern
5. They want their coach to choose only the appropriate times to yell at them
during practice so they wil be motivated to play up to their potentials. But, during a
gzlme, they want the coach to remain cdm and not constantly yell at them for mistakes.
Game yelling results in their trying to ignore the coach.
6. Because they participate in soccer to have fun, they want their coach to make
plalng soccer a fun experience by using positive reinforcement, incorporating play into
practice, and allowing them to joke around at times.
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Common Coach Themes
l. The coach should be able to effectively teach and communicate his knowledge
of soccer to his athletes because the athletes will listen to and respect the coach.
2.The coach should develop a good relationship with each of his athletes through
an open-line of communication based on care about issues on and offthe field.
3. Due to the nature of the sport and the athlete, the coach should allow his
athletes the freedom to make decisions offthe field and when playng in games.
4. The coach should treat each athlete with equal fairness, but differently because
each athlete is different.
Interpretations
In relation to the aforementioned findings, the following conclusions were drawn.
Interpretations of each conclusion, in association with previous research, are provided.
The conclusions begin to define coaching style preferences of male soccer athletes at
Upstate New York, Division III, colleges.
Theme #l
Soccer athletes want their coach to provide them with training and instruction.
They will improve their game, respect their coach, listen to him, and try harder for him.
It is usual for college soccer players to want their coach to provide them with
training and instruction (GordorU 1986). Results from the current study support this
statement in that every athlete preferred to have a coach who could provide them with the
skills, techniques, and tactics of soccer. For example, when participant 3 was asked what
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he looks for in a soccer coach, he said the following. "The first thing I look for in a coach
in any sport is, of course, a knowledge of the game... that they have played the game and
that they have had the experiences that we are haring at the time... Someone that the
athletes look up to and that they recognize their talents." In a similar fashiorl participant
5 directly stated,
The most important thing I want from my coach is to have him teach me
about the game of soccer. It's a very complex game and there are many
different ways to approach (the game). I think that my best coaches are
the ones who can teach me something new about the game because it
ultimately makes me a know more about soccer and a better player.
It is clear, due to the complex and sophisticated nature of soccer, that these
athletes preferred to have a coach that could help them increase their technical and tactical
knowledge of soccer. The sport of soccer involves eleven field players on a tearq each
moving in a fairly complicated manner, and often at the same time. While the ultimate
purpose of soccer may be to score goals against the cornpetition, there is no conventional
way to attain this goal. There are in actuality a number of strategies that can be
incorporated into a particular game plan. While rumy ofthese athletes may not be apt at
the technical or tactical portions of soccer, they do realize the degree of expertise that is
needed to properly aaalyze the aspects of the game and to communicate these to them-
Chelladurai and Carron (1983) found that male, basketball athletes' preferences for
their coaches to train and instruct them reached its highest level when they competed on
the college level. Although the current study examined soccer, results would support
Chelladurai and Carton's (1983) findings. Many ofthese athletes have developed a strong
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passion for the sport and a sound understanding of the technical and tactical aspects of the
game before college. They have made a conscious decision to compete on the college
level and have an interest in furthering their knowledge, learning more about the technical
and tactical parts of soccer. College soccer athletes not only have the physical attributes
to be competitive athletes, but also the mental capacities to be able to learn more about the
sport. In a sense, these athletes want to learn more about soccer from their coach for their
own benefit, to become better athletes by improving their knowledge of the game.
The reasons why these athletes preferred to have a knowledgeable coach are then
more easily understood. These athletes believed that they would listen to a knowledgeable
coach- They would listen to the coach and what he said about the physicaf technical, and
tactical aspects of the game because he would help them to know more about the game.
Similarly, these athletes also wanted to play harder for a knowledgeable coach because
they respected the talents of an expert coach. Again, they respected the coach's
knowledge of the sport because he would likely make them better athletes. As a result,
they want to try harder for the coach to show their appreciation for the coach's teachings.
It also seens apparent why these coaches employed this highly important
preference to the athlete. They noticed that their athletes would respect them and listen to
themwhen they were able to communicate their knowledge to their attrletes. This is not
surprising. An individual will usually listen to someone who has more expertise and
knowledge in a given subject matter. In fact, in a study based on a quantitative design,
Gordon (1986) found that a soccer player's satisfaction with his coach occurred when his
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coach supplied him with quality training and instruction. Similarly, Chelladurai (1984)
found that when the coach supplied training and instruction beyond the expectations of his
athletes, in this case for college lussitling, basketball, and track and field, his athletes were
extremely satisfied with their coach.
Theme #2
Soccer athletes want their coaches to provide them with social support. They will
feel lilce they are part of the team andwant to play to the best of their abilities.
Results from this study support this statement in that every athlete expressed the
preference that their coach be concerned about their welfare on and offthe field and have
positive interpersonal relation with thern For example, participant 2 directly stated: 'My
coach needs to understand me by asking questions about my life." Participant 3 also said the
foltowing about his coach's social support: "With me he's been really good about helping me
on and offthe field, you know? My grandmother was sick last year and he would ask me
about that. He would ask about classes. To me, in particular that makes me feel good like
I'm an important part of the team, you know? I want to do my best for coach because he
cares about me." Similarly, participant 4 stated: '1 want to be able to relate to nry coaclr, you
know, so that he knows what's going on in my life. I don't want an aloof kind of a coach."
It is not uncoflrmon for college athletes to want to have a good relationship with
their coach and their coach to be concerned for their well being (Carron & Chelladurai,
1983; Garland & Barry, 1988; Schliesman 1987). Many of these athletes are experiencing
extensive time away fromtheir original homes for the first time. They may be accustomed
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to relying on the support of a parent or relative during confusing and/or difficult social
experiences. As a result, they look to their coach as a substitute for this support. In some
instances, they may not be seeking or offered support in other realms oftheir college lives.
For example, participant I said: * (My coach should be) almost a father figure, kind of a
guy. Your teachers here (school) really don't do much beyond the classroom to help you
and I don't get that."
Participants l, 3, 4, and 6 reported they would feel like they were part ofthe team
when social support was evident. For example, participant 3 reported,
When my coach talks to me about stuffthat has little or nothing to do
with soccer... like school work or other sports, it makes me feel like I am
important, that I'm recognized as a human being, not just a soccer player.
It makes me feel like I am part of the tearn Even though it's a team sport,
it's important that I am recognized for who I am...
Participants2,4, and 5 believed they would give their greatest possible athletic
eflort to a coach who provided them with social support. For example, participant 5 said,
"When the coach makes me feel wanted then I will give my most. I mean that I will do
everything in my power to play my best brand of soccer because the coach cares about
me." It seems clear that when their coach fulfills their preference for social support, they
will feel like they are an accepted and an important part of the team and will try their best
for their coach srmply because they feel recognized and supported by hirn
Agaiq it seems apparent why soccer coaches attempted to develop positive and
caring relations with their athletes. The coaches reported that their athletes respected and
listened to them when they developed a relationship based on welfare for their athletes.
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Whether or not the cause of employing this tlpe of behavior was a conscious decision by
the coaches is not of relevance. Instead, when the coach appeared to care about his
athletes on and offthe field, his athletes wanted to reciprocate his ef[ort with increased
effort on the field. It seems apparent, therefore, for soccer coaches to consistently
approach and express to their athletes concern for their well being both on and offthe
field.
Theme #3
Soccer athletes want to participate with their coach in decisions pertaining to
practice methods, player personnel, and game tactics and strategies. They will feel like
they are part of the team and want to play as best as they can play.
Results from this study suggest that all athletes preferred to be included by the
coach when making decisions about structuring practice, playing time for different
athletes, and strategizing against competition For example, participant 5 directly stated:
"I like it when my coach asks me what we should work on in practice and who should be
playrng in games. It is also important for him to find out what was working and what
wasn't working when I am playing in a game."
This appears to be in support of Gordon's (1988) study of decision-making styles
in college soccer. He found that university soccer athletes preferred the head coach to
make decisions in virtualty all situations and especially those pertaining to performance
matters (i.e., training routines, team selectiorg and team tactics). Interestingly, he also
found that the same athletes preferred the coach to consult with them more often to gather
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their input on these performance matters. These athletes wanted their coach to make final
team decisions based on thet consultations with the coach.
It is clear from this study that these athletes wanted to be involved in the decision-
making process on issues pertaining to training and playing effectiveness. While the
semantics in their reasoning differed slightly, all the athletes indicated they would feel
more a part of the team when their coach asked them to participate in decision making.
As a result, participants2,4, and 6 also expressed that they would try to play to the best
of their abilities. It should also be noted that participant 4 expressed that his coach should
be the one who has the authority to make final decisions. He preferred his coach to have
*rc final say in such matters.
It is interesting that the coaches provided liule or no insight into their athletes'
preferences for participation in specific decision-making processes. In fact, res,ults from
the coaches' interviews provided no reference to why their athletes were not included in
making decisions. However, coaches did discuss including the captains of the team in
some decision-making processes. This appears to be in support of Gordon's (1982) study
that found coaches, from six different sports, not believing that athletes knew enough
about university-level athletics to warrant decision-making capabilities.
It is not clear why the coaches from the current study chose not to allow their
athletes to participate in making decisions pertaining to perfonnance matters. However, it
might be wise for the coaches to consult with their athletes more explicitly and certainly
more often on soccer issues, even though they may reserve the final decision for
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themselves. Being consulted with and feeling "part of things" would make the athletes
feel they are being involved in the decision-making process. If the athletes perceive they
are getting what they prefer, then they will be more satisfied athletes because of the
perception-preference congruence. This appears to be in direct support of the multi-
dimensional leadership model (Chelladurai, 1978; Chelladurai & Carron, 1978). It
proposed that athlete performance and satisfaction were related directly to how closely
these behaviors coincide and that similar preferred and actual coaching behavior affects
performance levels positively.
Theme #4
Soccer athletes want their coach to be authoritative for a number of motivational
purposes.
It is not uncommon for male athletes from interdependent sports (e.g., basketball,
hockey, soccer, etc.) to want their coach to demonstrate authority and control over the
team (Chelladurai & Saleh, 1978; Garland & Barry, 1990; Gordon, 1988; Terr),& Howe,
1985). Results from this current study support this statement in that all the athletes
preferred their coaches to be authoritative at times. For these athletes, authority meant
that the coach made it clear that he was the team leader; he took charge and control of the
team- The coach's authority was primarily recognized when he directed his team towards
reaching a specified goal and when he ordered his team towards that goal.
The athletes expressed this preference for motivational reasons. One, it provided
them with the intensity and focus necessary in order to attain a specified goal. For
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example, the coach made certain that the team was training with enough intensity and
focus to be prepared for an important competition. Two, it gave them a direction to
follow. For instance, the coach made certain that the team worked on a particular skill or
strategy during training for a future competition. Therefore, it can be argued that the
athletes looked to their coaches for motivation.
Apparently, the athletes prefer an authoritative coach when they perceive that the
situation warrants one. They seem to rcalizn that they would not be able to fully provide
the necessary direction, intensity, and focus all the time for themselves. Therefore, they
want a coach who can and will do it for thern For example, participant 2 said: "When it
comes right down to it, the coach should have the authority to make sure the team is on
the same page... He is the one with the expertise and ability to see what we need to do as
a team to have more success. We are not professionals so we need somebody to do this
for us."
While there is no concrete evidence from the coaches' common themes that might
shed light on why these athletes prefer authoritative behavior from the coaclr, one of the
coaches described his reasoning for using authoritative behavior with his tearn Consistent
with the athletes' reasoning, he reported being authoritative with his athletes as a means of
maintaining accountability. When his athletes were not meeting the effort and intensity
levels as expected, he emphasized the importance of these performance levels.
Theme #5
Soccer athletes want the coach to yell at them during practice for motivational
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purposes, but not during games because they will ignore the coach.
Interestingly, all of these athletes preferred their coach to yell and scream at them
when they were not expending the necessary energy to reach a specified goal during
practice. They gave a license to their coach to yeli and scream at them during practice
when effort levels were not acceptable. For exarnple, participant 3 stated: "So if your
working your ass ofl you expect them (your teamrnates) to be working their ass offand if
they are not, then that is where the coach should come in and say something. I mean
practice is the time for the coach to yell at you and tell you what you need to do to get
your ass in gear."
But, this does not mean that the coach should consistently yell at his athletes.
Instead, as participant 5 stated "The coach should really pick and choose the times he
yells at us to make his points meaningful." Again, these athletes need someone to monitor
their intensity, focus, and effort levels because they are not capable of doing it themselves.
It is interesting to note that to date there have been no other studies that discuss athletes'
preferences for having their coaches yell at thern
During competitiorq however, these athletes reported a preference for their coach
nat to yell orscream at thern In fact, all the participqls communicated the
ineffectiveness of this ssashing behavior. For insance, participant 4 said,
But when I'm playing I don't want my coach running up ancl down the side-
lines yeHing at me about what to do with the ball or what tlpe of run to make.
He will only make me nervous and unable to focus in on what the hell I'm
dorng out there. I had a coach who constantly yelled during games and after
a while 
€v€ryone on tlre team just blocked himout and tried to forget about
hirn
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It is difEcult for a coach to communicate tactical or technical information to an athlete
during a competition. An extremely dynamic environment is created during 1s@er
rnatch that involves multiple decision-making situations for individuals lhat occur in rhort
periods of time. It is not possible or realistic for coaches to try to specifically direct
individual athletes at specific moments. For those coaches who yell and scream at their
athletes in an attempt to provide direction will find this situation even more dfficult to
control. Instead, coaches should provide technical and tactical advice during practice
sessions and the halftime of a match in order to prepare or adjust an individual and the
team for match competitions. This sentiment was directly expressed by participant 6 when
he stated, "The coach should not yell during games, except mayh at the referees. He
should do his yelling at practice and make adjusments for games at the halftime."
Theme #6
Soccer athletes want their coach to malce plrying soccer a fun experience for
them.
The results from this study also support this statement in that five out of the six
athletes expressed a preference for having fun when playrng soccer. There is no current
evidence in the literature to support these athletes' preference for their coach to make
soccer playing enjoyable. The participants also proposed a number of dif[erent ways their
coach could make the soccer environment enjoyable. Similar to Horne and Carron (1985)
and Weiss and Fredricks (1986), the athletes in this study suggested that the coach give
positive feedback during training and games. They also reported that their coach should
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let them play in soccer games during practice. Results indicated that these athletes did not
want to be involved in repetitious drills during practice because they found it monotonous
and boring. In addition, athletes wanted to be able to 'Joke around" with their teamrnates
and coach. This sometimes relieves the stress to win and creates a relaxed environment
that allows them to have fi.rn and enjoy themselves.
This preference appears to be consistent with the NCAA Division III philosophy
for the student-athlete. Academics should be the focal point for the Division III student-
athlete, while athletics plays the role of a supplemental outlet for the student-athlete.
While academics and athletics do not have to be mutually exclusive, most of these athletes
expressed that they attended a Division m institution primarily for academic benefits.
They participated in athletics because it was something they enjoyed doing, they received
some degree of satisfrction from participation In fact, participant 2 directly e4pressed
this beliet "... it's Division ITI, it's not our life. It's something fun to do." Expressing
similar sentiments, participant 4 said:
Let's face it. I'm out there to have a good time. I mean, I want to enjoy what
I'm doing. If I feel like it's no furu like a job,I'mnot going to care as much
and probably not try that hard all the time. We're not professional players, it's
Division III soccer and the coach should keep that in mind. I know you have
to work hard. I'm not saying that you always have fun, but in general it's got
to be fun I want to look forward to going to practice everyday.
The college experience is generally regarded as a time for leaming and growing, self-
conceptualizing, developing positive relationships with faculty, peers, and administrators,
and perhaps equally important, a time for having fun
For a university soccer program at the Division I level, rumy of the athletes are
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playing for an athletic scholarship. This places pressure on them to perform well in order
to maintain their scholarship status. It also requires them to focus more on the athletic
part of their college experience an4 too ofteq less on the academic aspects. This may, in
turn, force the athlete to envision playrng soccer in an unpleasant manner, one that must be
done in order to receive an education, rather than as an enjoyable experience. This is not
the case in Division III intercollegiate athletics. It is not that Division I soccer athletes are
not capable of having furu but there might be possible repercussions of being involved in
athletics for money rather than the sheer pleasure in participating in a sport.
One of the coaches addressed this preference for enjoyment when he claimed that
the coach should ultimately create an environment that could be enjoyed by his athletes
because they would try harder when the environment was f,rn and relaxed. People usually
excel at work, athletics, hobbies, and other fields ofhuman endeavor when they are
enjoying what they are doing. They do not consider a prescribed task as meaningless or
unpleasant, rather, they complete the task with full effort and vigor simply because they
like it. In fact, participant 4 directly stated, "When you enjoy something you are going to
do well at that thing."
The concept of freedom also emerged from the coaches' interviews. In a certain
sense, the coaches defined fun and enjoyment as freedom for these athletes. In other
words, these coaches maintained that their athletes were merely expressing a preference
for freedom when expressing a preference for fun For example, they want to have the
freedom to decide when they can joke and fool around with their fellow teamrnates. The
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coaches were also using the tenn freedom to describe the opportunities for their athletes
to express themselves. They contended that soccer athletes are generally more
individualistic than other athletes and the sport of soccer is a uniquely free, thinking game.
As one of the coaches stated, 'It's a player's gafirc, not a coach's game." Therefore, the
athletes get enjoyment from the game because they are able to express their individual
character and make various playmg style choices on the field.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summarv
This study investigated the coaching style preferences of soccer athletes on
successful Northeasterru Division III, soccer teams. A qualitative phenomenological
research design was utilized to assess the coaching style preferences of these athletes.
Specifically, male, soccer athletes (u: 6) and head soccer coaches (n: 2) were
interviewed, using an in-depttr, semi-structured interview format. This qualitative inquiry
allowed the attrletes and coaches to describe in detail any thoughts, feelings, or beliefs they
had regarding coaching style preferences. Results provided insight into and understanding
about coaching style preferences of Division III, college, soccer athletes.
With greater insight into athlete perceptions comes a gteater understanding of their
preferred coaching styles. The greater the understanding, the gteater the potential for
apptymg some of these coaching style preferences in practice sessions and competition. 
i
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By learning about the factors that influence soccer coaching style preferences, soccer i
coaches can be more knowledgeable and better prepared to implement the most effective
coaching style in terms of athlete satisfaction and performances in intercollegiate soccer.
Specifically, emergent themes suggest that Division III, soccer athletes want their
coach to be experienced and enthusiastic about the game, to provide personal support
both on and offthe field, to be receptive to input concerning techniques and tactics, and to
emphasize the enjoyable nature of the game. Division III, soccer athletes also desire their
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coach to be motivational in terms of hard worh intensity, and direction through
authoritative and democratic behavior. As a result, these soccer athletes felt a stronger
bond to their tearn and attempted to participate to the best of their abilities.
Conclusions
Six common themes emerged from the athletes' interviews and data analyses:
l. They want their coach to be enthusiastic and knowledgeable about soccer and
able to effectively communicate his knowledge of soccer to thenr As a result, they will
irnprove their game, respect their coac[ listen to hinc, and try harder for hirn
2. They want their coach to have a positive relationship with them by showing
that he is approachable to discuss any iszue facing them on or offthe field and be able to
communicate to them that he cares about them as individuals and athletes. As a result,
they will feel like they are part ofthe team and want to play to the best of their abilities.
3. They want a democratic coach who is open to and encourages input from his 
:
athletes about practice methods, player personnef tactics and game strategies. As a result, i
they will feel like they are part of the team and they will play as best as they can play.
4. They want their coach to be authoritative and take control of the team at times
for motivational purposes: to provide intensity, direction, and focus for thern
5. They want their coach to choose only the appropriate times to yell at
them during practice so they will be motivated to play up to their potentials. But, during a
game, they want the coach to remain calm and not constantly yell at them for mistakes.
Game yelling results in their trying to ignore the coach.
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6. Because they participate in soccer to have flrq they want their coach to make
playrng soccer a fun experience by using positive reinforcement, incorporating play into
practice, and allowing them to joke around at times.
These themes provide insight into the coaching style preferences of college soccer
athletes. However, it appears it would be significant to investigate each theme separately.
Future studies could attempt to better understand each theme by focusing on one theme
at a time. For exarnple, these soccer attrletes want a coach who is open to and encourages
input from his athletes about practice methods, player personnel, tactics and garne
strategies. What exactly makes a coach democratic? When and how often should the
coach approach his or her athletes for their input? What if the coach feels like their input
is incorrect? By investigating each theme more in-depth, there might emerge more
informationto enhance and further zupport each theme.
Recommendations for Future Research
Coaching style preferences and the reasons for having these preferences contribute
to the ongoing understanding ofthe effectiveness of various coaching styles. Although
these results add to this understanding, there are several issues that remain to be addressed
through future research. It would seem logical to begin with a follow-up to the present
phenomenological study and design Knowing the coaching style preferences of Division
III, soccer attrletes and understanding why these preferences exist is useful information for
college soccer coaches. Replication ofthe investigation of the coaching style preferences
of college soccer athletes would be useful in furthering our knowledge about coaching.
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Future replication research should include more subjects and interviews conducted
throughout the course of the athlete's competitive season. With more subjects, it would
then be possible to more fully examine the applicability and generalizability of the corrmon
themes. As currently reported, results are not generalized outside the subject pool of
applicants. Also, with additional interviews ttroughout the competitive season, a more
detailed account ofthe athlete's coaching style preferences and reasons for these
preferences would be possible. It is possible that individual perceptions of coaching styles
may change in relation to winning and losing, changes in playrng time, and fluctuation of
cohesion levels.
It has been shown that when the athlete's preference for a coaching style is in
harmony with the actual coaching style, a degree of satisfaction and performance
effectiveness emerges from the athletes (Chelladurai, 1984; Chelladurai, 19781' Chelladurai
& CarrorU 1978; Gordon, 1988; Schliesman, 1987; Weiss and Fredrichs, 1986).
Therefore, it is also recornmended that future research examine the actual coaching styles
being exhibited by coaches fromthe athletes'points of view. This study did not
investigate the type of coaching styles being experienced by soccer athletes, instead what
they preferred in a coaching s$le. AganU using similar qualitative methodologies and
study designs, the perception ofthe coaching styles that athletes are currently experiencing
could be compared to the coaching style preferences ofthese athletes. The current study
did not set out to examine this perception-preference relationship. However, it would be
interesting and perhaps more significant to investigate one of the facets of athlete
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satisfaction in relation to the discrepancy between perception and preference.
It may also be important to further qualitatively assess the coaches' reasons for
employing specific coaching styles. This study was primarily designed to investigate the
coaching style preferences ofsoccer athletes and reasons for these preferences. Any
emerging information from the coaches was used merely as supplemental evidence to help
understand the coaching style preferences oftheir athletes. Future studies should include
more coaches and a gteater focus on a coach's rationale for use of a particular coaching
style.
It must be noted that having a preference does not always mean that the preference
is justified. A preference is simply a preference. While it may be desirable, it may not be
realistic. Perhaps these athletes do not have the maturity or the knowledge to realize what
coaching styles are most beneficial for them or perhaps they are being naive when they
make preference statements. For example, an athlete may prefer to have a laissez-faire
coac[ but in actuality he needs an authoritative coach to make sure he is training
properly. Perhaps coaches shouldn't take into account the coaching style preferences of
his or her athletes. The coaches usually are the ones with the expertise in soccer. Perhaps
because ofthis expertise and experience they know what is best for the athletes they are
coaching. In any case, soccer coaches'perceptions of their coaching style needs to be
further qualitatively investigated.
This study also investigated two highly successful intercollegiate soccer prograrns
that have been consistently ranked nationally for the past decade. It is possible that the
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athletes preferred their current coaching style because of the team's success in terms of
wins and losses. They could actually prefer other styles of coaching but ignore them due
to the program's success- Future studies could be completed at trniversities and colleges
with both successful and unsuccessful soccer progftlrns. It is possible that preferences for
coaching styles vary depending on the overall success of the prograrns.
The concepts of enjoyment and fun need to be examined more extensively.
Although the present study showed that athletes preferred for their coaches to make
playing soccer enjoyable and furu it did not address specifically what they meant by firn
and enjoyment. Does fun involve hard work? Does fun involve attainment of goals? As
previously discussed, there is no current literature that effectively deals with these
concepts for Division III soccer athletes.
The concept of interpersonal relations of the coach and athlete needs further
investigation While the present study showed that athletes preferred having a positive
relationship with their coaches, it did not address or provide the difFerences in the various
coach-athlete relationships. While, it appears that the coach should treat each athlete with
respect and genuine care, it is impossible for the coach to act the same with each athlete
simply because each athlete is unique. Having a better understanding of the actual
relationship between coach and athlete seems to be an important factor in determining the
type and quality of relationship between that coach and athlete. By further assessment of
the different coach-athlete relationships, a more complete and holistic understanding of
coaching styles and preferences can be gained.
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Although much more research is needed to enhance the application of the present
findings, the results provide insight into coaching style preferences of Division III soccer
players and their reasoning for these preferences. At the same time, there is much more to
be gained by continuing in this line of research. Several recommendations have been made
in the hope of adding to the results and conclusions already discussed and to serve the
soccer coach in finding the most effective coaching style for his athletes.
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APPENDIX A
INFOMD CONSENTFORM
FOR ATHLETES
l. Ptte ofthe StL型壁
To pЮ宙de an in―depth descmptbn ofthe coaching style preferences and the ratbnale for
having coaching rle pretrences by Divisbn Ⅲ,co egc soccer atuetes。
2.Benelats ofthe studv
⇒By partたゎating in this study,the suttectS Win have a better mderttanding ofthe缶
soccer coaching rle preferences.
D TO Supply Colege soccer∞aches with a be■er underttanding ofsoccer coaching style
preferences ofDivlsЮn Ш,soccer athletes.
3.What You Win Be Asked To Do
⇒Suttects win be glven a semi‐飢ructured nterview conce―g thei soccer coaching
style preferences.Interviews will be recorded on a tape recorder and trallscribed。
b)Subiects Win also be observed by the p―ry r searcher during vanous practte and
competitive situatiolls。
4.Ⅷt You Can Expectto HaDDen aS a Resu■ofYour Particbation in This Studv
There are rLO fOresecabb risks or discoコ派)■s for suttects parttipating inthis study.
This ttudy does not present any physttt psyChObgた札 or SOCial五sks to he sutteCtS・
suЦect's parttipation win have llo ettct on thett playing status.
5.IfYou Would Like More lnfo―tion About the Studv
Please contact Dawson L.Driscon at(573)341¨4102.
6。Withdrawal hm the Studv
StteCtS are auowed to withdraw hmthe study and the interview process at anytime and
witho離any perlaけ。
7.How the Data Will Bc Maintained in Coddence
Nalnes win llot be mentioned IIor published in the ttd proJect.
I have read the above and underttand is contents.I agree to partbiptte in this study and
to have the intervlew session taped with the pJ山町 rese rcher.I acknowbdge thatl anl
18 years ofage or older.
Signature Date
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GIIIDE QUESiΠONS FOR ATHLETES
l. Describe what you look for in a coach?
2.Why do you think that this style is best for you?
3。 What factors,past or present,contribute to these decisiorls?
4.How do you feel about yourserunder this type ofcoaching wle?W
5.Describe what style ofcoaching you like at practlce?V襲ノ
6.Desc」隣 what styb ofcoaching you k during compethb′Why?
7.Describe what sりe ofCOaching you like during allimponant cOmpetitbn like a
championship galne?w
8。助 t styb ofcoaching do you believe that you are cllrrent,expeHencing?
9.How does this tle direr hm yOllr preferred style ofcoaching?
10。Wht aspects ofthis wle are best for you?
Ho Wht aspects ofthis style are bad for you?
12.Is there anything else that you would like to share conce―g the coaching
styb you are curentけ expeHellcng or other coaching rles that you have experienced?
13.How have you th sharing thisinfo―tbn宙th me?
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APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
FOR COACHES
l・PttOSe ofthe Stu壁
To provide an in‐depth descnption ofthe coaching睫ソle preferences and thc rationale for
having coaching均′b preferences by Division III,conege soccer athletes.
2.Bene■ts ofthe Studv
⇒By parttipating in this study,the subieCtS Willhave a better mderttanding ofthe■
soccer coaching style preferences.
りTO Supply Couege sOccer coaches mth a beierllnderhnding ofsoccer coaching均′
preferences ofDivisЮn ⅡI,soccer athletes.
3.Цttlt You Win Be Asked To Do
→suЦects win be given a semi‐structllred interview conce―g thett s c r COaching
style preferences.Intcrvlews wi■be recorded on a tape recorder and trallscribed.
D suttects win abo be Observed by the p―ry researcher during vanous practte and
compet■ive sttuatbIIs.
4.ぬヽat You Can Expect to Happen as a Result ofYollr Participation in This Studv
There are:Ю foreseeable risks or discoコは)rts for suttects participating inthis studyo This
盤udy does not prcsent any physおaL psyChObgお札 or SoCialrisks to the suЦeC S.
suЦect's participation will have llo efLct on their playing status.
5。IfYou Would Like More lnfo―tion About the Studv
Please contact Dawson Lo Driscom at(573)341‐4102.
6。Withdrawal,om the Studv
suttects are anowed to withdraw hmthe ttudy and the interview process at any time and
宙 thout any penalty.
7.How the Data Win Be nintained in Cor面de ce
Names wiu not be rnentioned llor published h the ttd proJect.
I have read the above and understand ls contents.I agree to parttipate h this■udy and
to have the interview sessbn taped宙th th  primry researcher.I acknowledge that l anl
18 years ofage or older。
晩卿me Date
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS FOR COACTMS
l. Describe the style of coaching that you are currently implementing?
2. Why do you feel that this is the most effective style of coaching?
3. Specifically, how does this style of coaching affect the players?
4. How does this style of coaching create an environment so that players can be
sufficiently motivated to perform at their best levels?
5. What factors contributed to implementing this style of coaching?
6. Have you used different styles in the past?
7. Why have you changed coaching styles now?
8. Does your style of coaching change according to the grven situation?
9. Do you feel that this style of coaching is a reflection of your personality or a
consciously chosen action?
10. Do you believe that the players are understanding and receptive ofthis style of
coaching? Why or why not?
I l. If not, how would you change their perception of the coaching style?
12. Is there anything else you would like to share concerning your coaching style
or other coaching styles?
13. How have you felt in sharing this information with me?
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APPENDD( E
HIGT{ER-ORDER TTIEMES :
PARTICIPANIT I
1. He wants his coach to have a good knowledge of the game and be able to
communicate his knowledge to him and, as a result, will earn his respect and he will try
harder for hirn
2. He wants his coachto have a good relationship with him by being
approachable to discuss issues on and offthe field. Then he will feel like he is part of the
tearn
3. He wants coach to allow him the freedom to play his own style in games
because this will show him that the coach has confidence him and he will also feel more
confident.
4. He wants his coach to choose the appropriate times to yell at him and his
teamrnates for motivational purposes during practice, but constantly berating him and his
teammates at practice and garnes will cause them to be distracted and eventually lead to
team dissention.
5. He wants his coach to be authoritative at times to show who is in control to
provide direction for him and his team-
6. He wants his coach to be democratic by being open to input about practice and
strategies for games because he will feel like he is a part ofthe team
7 . He wants to have fun playing soccer by his coach giving him positive feedback.
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APPENDIX F
HIGI{ER ORDER TTIEMES:
PARTICIPANT 2
1. He wants his coach to be enthusiastic and know the game well and be able to
communicate his knowledge to him because he will respect the coach and listen to what
his coach has to say.
2. He wants his coach to bave a good relationship with each him by showing that
He cares for him on and offthe field because he will want to try his hardest for his coach-
3. He wants his coach to yell at his lsam onl] at the appropriate times during
practice, but rarely at games because this will create a negative environment and the team
will eventually lose its respect for the coach.
4. He wants his coach to make the playing environment fun by providing positive
feedback and allowing him to play during practice because he plays soccer to have fun.
5. He wants his coach to be open to discuss issues about the team because he will
feel accepted and want to play his best.
6. He wants his coach to show the team that he is in control to provide direction
and focus for the tearn-
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APPENDIX G
HIGTIER-ORDER TTIEMES :
PARTICIPANT 3
1. He wants his coach to have a good knowledge of the game and the ability to
rccognun talent and work ethics of his teamrnates because he will respect him and want to
improve his own game.
2. He wants his coach to have a good relationship with him based on care and
respect on and offthe field so he can discuss individual and tearn problems and feel like he
is an inrportant part of the team-
3. He wants his coach to provide directioru appropriate fitness, motivation, drill
variatiou and explain the reasoning behind drills during practice.
4. He wants his coach at times to ask to him for input in regards to practice and
game tactics, times when he needs to take control and be demanding of the team in order
to motivate his athletes for important games.
5. He wants his coach to pay special attention to each athlete on the team so he
will feel important to the team and know what he needs to improve and work on in order
to be beffer.
6. He wants his coach to yell at the appropriate times during practice to ensure
that he and his teamrnates are playing up to their potentials well, but rarely at games
because he will eventually lose his composure and respect for his coach-
7. He wants his coach to create a positive and fun environment by playing often
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during practice and allowing time for him to joke around with his teammates because he
wants to have fun when playmg soccer.
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APPENDIX H
HIG}IER-ORDER T}IEMES :
PARTICIPA}IT 4
l. He wants his coach to develop a good relationship with each athlete that is
based on an open-line of communication and, as a result, he will get the most out of his
athletes because they will respect hirn
2. He wants his coach to be open to and encourage input from the team in
regards to player personaf tactics, and tearn climate because each athlete will feel part of
the team and, as a result, give greater effort.
3. He wants his coach to have the authority to make final decisions in regards to
player personnel and strategy in order to provide direction and focus for the tearn
4. He wants his coach to give him the freedom to incorporate his own playing
style into the team's overall playing style because he will enjoy the game more and give
greater effort.
5. He wants his coach to demonstrate knowledge ofthe game because will earn
the team's respect and they will listen to him
6. While he does not want his coach to yell at him athletes dwing games, there are
appropriate times for the coach to yell at him especially as a motivational tool for
important competition and to increase effort levels.
7 _kfr-trtts his coach to provide a fun playing environment for him especially by
providing positive feedback, plalng during practice, and letting him joke around with
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other teammates because he will enjoy playng the game more.
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APPENDIX I
ⅢGHER―ORDER THEMES:
PARTICIPANT 5
1.He wants his coach to be knowledgeable about the ganle and be able to
coIImllmcate this knowledge to him so that he wtt listen to the coach and want to listen
to his coach.
2.He wants his coach to set high perforlnance goals for the tealn so they are
challenged to be the bett they can bet
3.He wants his co“h to devebp a pottive Кlatbnship by delllonstrating that he
cares for aboutおsues facing him on and orthe“H because he will be rrlot市ated to try
his best。
4.The coach needsto be hone■宙th his athl tes in temls ofbasing playing time
on talent and elb■,Ilot lElllerely character.
5.He wants his coach to ask him and his tea―tes whatthey s ould work on to
Ⅲ ЮV甲山 Sbdd“phying,and bw they should“pla ing Lcause each athlete will
feel part ofthe tem
6. IIe wants his coach to take control ofthe teanllll order to provide the needed
intellsity and foclls for success,while anowing them the hedom to play thett own style.
7.During practte,he wants his cOach tO know when to yen atthe tearn when■お
Ilot playing up to■s potential.
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APPENDIX J
ⅢGHER‐ORDER THEMES:
PARTICIPANT 6
1.He wants his coach to have a good relationship and conlmllmcation with him on
and ofthe feld because he win feelimportantto the teanL
2.He wants his coach to have an expertおe tacttaly and dclnonstrate enthuslasln
for the galne because he will be more dedicated to unprott and tO the tealll.
3.While he wants his coach to be authoritat市e in rd r to provide directioL
foclls,and intensity for him and his teanちthere are other times when he wants his coach to
be open to and encourage his mput because he win feel part ofthe teanl and,as a result,
give greater ettrt on the fbld.                          、
4.Hc wants his coach to create a fm ellvlrolnllent to play soccer by glmg him
postive feedback and letting himjOke arollnd宙h his tea―a s b c usc he plays soccer
for is enJo】卿
"nt valuc.
5。 He wants his coach to be vocat pЮVide posit市e feedbacL mintain intellsity
and foclls,and provide a variety ofdriL during practice b∝ause the his intere飩,focus,
and ettrt levels win be greater.
6.He wants his coach to be vocal during gallles prOviding tacttalinfo―tiOn and
可 uStlnents,but not yening at him for ding technicd mistakes because he win be
distracted when playing。
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APPENDIX K
HIGHER-ORDER TTIEMES:
PARTICIPA].IT 7
1. The coach needs to be a good tactitioner and be able to teach his knowledge of
the game to his athletes because they will respect him and then listen to what he has to
say.
2. Due to the nature of soccer, the coach should allow during practice and games
the freedom for his athletes to make their own decisions about how to play because it will
improve his athlete's decision-making abilities.
3. The coach should be constantly trying to improve his relationship with each of
his athletes by establishing an open-line of communication because they will respect him
and try to play their best for hirn
4. The coach should structure practices so he can positively influence his athlete's
decision making choices.
5. The coach should treat each athlete with equality, but different because they
are individuals.
6. The coach should ultimately create an environment that can be enjoyed by his
athletes because they will try harder when the environment is fun and relared.
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APPENDIX L
HIGIIER-ORDER TTIEMES :
PARTICIPAI{T 8
1. The coach should develop a good relationship with each of his athletes through
an open-line of communication based on care about issues on and offthe field because his
athletes will respect and listen to their coach and they try hard for him.
2. The coach should treat each of his athletes fairly, but differently because they
are individuals.
3. The coach should have a good knowledge of the game and be able to teach this
knowledge effectively to his athletes because they will respect him and listen to what he
has to say.
4. The coach needs to be authoritative when detailing expectation levels and for
providing direction for the tearn-
5. Due to the nature of the sport and the athlete, the coach should allow his
athletes the freedom to incorporate their own style of soccer when playrng in games
because they will enjoy playmg and try harder.
6. The coach should use the game of soccer to teach his players about the lessons
of life.
APPENDIX M
COMMON AttETEI羽巴M S
l. They want their coach to be enthusiastic and knowledgeablc about soccer and
able to erectively colllmunlcate his knowledge ofsoccer to them As a result,they win
improve thei galne,respect ther coacL liSten to hi■and try harder for him
2.They want thett coach to have a positive relationship with them by sh9-g
that he is approachable to discuss amy issue facing them on or orthe ield and be able to
conlmllmcatc to them that he cares about theln as individunlS and athletes. As a result,
they win fecllike they are part ofthe teanl and want to play to the be■ofthett abilit s.
3.They want a deIIlocratt coach who L open to and encollrages mput hm his
athletes about practice nlethods,player persorlneL tactiCS,and garne strategies.As a result,
they win feellike they are part ofthe teanl and they宙u play as be t as they can play.
4. They want their coach to be authontative and take control ofthe tealn at times
for mot市a ional purposes:to pЮvide ntensity,directioL and foclls for thm
5。 They wanttheL coach to choose only the appropnate tmesto yeu tt them
during practice so they win be mot市ated to play up to thett potentials.But,d―ga
ganle,they want the coach to rerlllalll cah and llot constantサyel at theln for mistakes.
Galne yelling resu■sin theL ttt to lgnOre the coach.
6.Because they participate in soccer to have nL they Wantthel coach to mke
playing soccer a fm expenence by usng posiive reinforcement,incorporating play into
practice,and anowing them to Joke around at times.
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APPENDIX N
COMMON COACH THEMES
l.The coach should be abb to ettctively tcach and coIImllmcate his knowLdge
ofsoccer to his atmetes because the athetes win listen to and respect the coach.
2.The coach should develop a good relationship with each ofhis athletes through
an open―line ofconllnllmcation based on carc about issues on and orthe fleld.
3.Duc to the nature ofthe sport and the athlete,the coach slЮul alow his
athletes the tteedom to make decttblls orthe fleld and when playing m galnes.
4.The coach shouH treat each tthlete with equal faimess,but direrentサbeCause
each athlete is direrent.
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